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Abstract
Between 1980 and 2010, the college wage premium in U.S. labor markets with
larger initial shares of high-skill service employment grew substantially faster than
the nationwide average. I show how this trend can be explained within the context of a Ricardian model of interregional trade, where a reduction in communication
costs magnifies regional specialization in high-skill services, raising the skill premium
in service-exporting regions and reducing it in service-importing regions. Quantitatively, I show that the decline in communication costs I infer from sectoral trade imbalances can explain a substantial part of the differential skill premium growth across
U.S. labor markets in the data. These regional changes aggregate to account for 30
percent of the rise in the overall U.S. college wage premium between 1980 and 2010.
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Introduction

Over the last 40 years, the U.S. labor market has experienced a significant, sustained increase in the return to skill. The social and economic inequality accompanying this development has divided U.S. society. A voluminous literature has primarily focussed on two
canonical explanations for this aggregate trend: (1) increased exposure to international
trade; and (2) skill-biased technological change.
However, the aggregate increase in the college wage premium of about 0.8% annually
since 1980 masks substantial and systematic regional variation in its growth. Regions
with a large share of high-skill service workers in 1980 saw the premium grow twice as
fast as regions with lower shares. The college premium has not only grown over time but
has also been growing apart across regions.
In this paper, I offer a Ricardian explanation for how recent technological change has differentially affected the return to skill across U.S. labor markets. I build on the observation
that technological progress has drastically increased labor markets’ interconnectedness a development some commentators have dubbed the “death of distance”.1 With this in
mind, I argue that declining trade frictions for high-skill, information-intensive services
enabled a small number of local labor markets to provide the most skill-intensive tasks to
firms throughout the U.S. economy. A defining characteristic of this ongoing process of
specialization is that its gains accrue disproportionately to high-skill workers in exporting
labor markets, and to low-skill workers in importing regions. These two effects combine
to raise the skilled wage premium in labor markets specialized in such services and to
lower it in others.
Consider, for example, the case of Michael Byrd. Byrd founded BakeCrafters, a frozen
baked goods company, in 1991 in Chattanooga, TN. In the early 2000s, Byrd started outsourcing his day-to-day customer relationship management to Salesforce, a fast-growing
company in San Francisco. A few years later he contracted XERO, a software firm in
Denver, to do his accounting. It is likely that communication between Byrd and these
service providers occurs via phone calls, email, and occasional in-person meetings. In
2017, Mr. Byrd opened a new distribution center in Lebanon, PA. The company hence
raised labor demand for relationship managers and software engineers in San Francisco
and Denver (2016 median income: $55k) and low-skill warehouse workers in Lebanon,
PA (2016 median income: $27k).2 All else equal, BakeCrafters helped to raise the college
wage premium in Denver and San Francisco and to decrease it in Lebanon.
1 See

the book with the same title by Cairncross (1997) and a similar one by Friedman (2005). Leamer
(2007) offers an enlightening review of Friedman (2005) and a discussion of the death of distance hypothesis.
2 Main Sources: www.FeaturedCustomers.com (2018) and O’Connor (2018).
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Figure 1: Skill Premium Growth Across Commuting Zones 1980-2010
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Data Source: U.S. Decennial Census (1980-2000) and American Community Survey (2010). 95% Confidence Bands shown. Red Line
shows U.S. wide average growth. I define as business services all industries in the NAICS-5 sector except for Waste Management and
Motion picture production, distribution, and services. I construct 741 Commuting Zones using the boundaries established in Tolbert
and Sizer (1996). I compute the average annual hourly wage growth between 1980-2010 for workers with at least some college and for
all others. I then order commuting zones by their 1980 business services payroll share and plot average college wage premium growth
rates within employment deciles. Appendix E provides more details.

Throughout the paper, I formalize the notion of “high-skill services” as “business services”, a fast-growing class of skill-intensive services mainly used as intermediate inputs
that has been recognized by the literature.3 Examples include management of companies, legal and accounting services, software companies, management consulting, and
corporate banking. I refer to frictions inhibiting the trade in business services as “communication costs”.4
Figure 1 shows high- relative to low-skill wage growth across local labor markets ordered
by the fraction of business services in the local payroll in 1980. As the Figure shows, the
college premium has risen faster the larger the initial regional payroll share of business
3 More

formally, business services in this paper correspond to the following 2-digit NAICS industries:
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, and 56. Except for waste management and remediation services and which I classify as
“local services”. See Melvin (1989), Markusen (1989), Fort et al. (2018), and Fort (2017) for recent papers
that discuss business/producer services as distinct from consumer services.
4 Instead of shipping physical output, business service industries communicate information and problem
solutions in person or via communication tools, such as computer and cell phones. The so-called "ICT
revolution" has been mostly about the rapid progress in developing such communication tools.
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services in 1980. I refer to this observation as the growing apart fact throughout the paper.
The primary goal of this study is to assess whether changes in communication costs can
explain the slope of the dotted blue line in Figure 1. A secondary objective is to determine
whether changes in communication costs constitute a skill-biased or a skill-neutral form
of technological progress, i.e., to gauge their contribution to the change in the aggregate
college wage premium since 1980 (the level of the horizontal red line in Figure 1).
I begin by documenting two salient features of the business services sector that interact
with changes in communication costs to generate differences in the return to skill across
labor markets. First, across U.S. labor markets in 1980 the share of business services employment at the 90th relative to the 10th percentile was 1.9 compared to about 1.4 for the
goods-producing sector.5 These numbers hint at marked underlying comparative advantage differences. Second, the business service sector is significantly more skill-intensive
than the goods-producing sectors: its college share of employment is more than 2.5 times
that of the goods sector, in every decade between 1980 to 2010. A third fact helps to amplify the effect: business services serve as an essential intermediate input into the rest of
the economy, with 40% of its output used in goods-production alone.
To illustrate the mechanism, I introduce a simple model of interregional service trade
with two regions and two sectors. In its setup, I make assumptions that take the three
highlighted empirical properties of business services to their stylized extremes. Out of
two regions ("city" and "hinterland"), the city has an exogenous comparative advantage
in business service production. The business services sector employs high- and the goods
sector low-skill workers. As communication costs fall, the city increases its business services exports, driving out local business service activity in the hinterland. In response,
the hinterland increasingly specializes in goods production. Given the differential skillintensity of the two sectors, these effects combine to raise the skill premium in the city
and depress it in the hinterland. If business services are an intermediate input into goods
production, the goods sector in the hinterland profits from a decline in input costs, while
in the city the same sector suffers from rising input costs, amplifying the effect.
There are two challenges to assessing the quantitative importance of this mechanisms.
The first is to infer business service trade flows in the absence of directly observed service
shipments between commuting zones. The second is to construct a modeling framework
that is flexible enough to be calibrated to match data moments on each of a large number
of U.S. local labor markets in 1980 to understand how their distinctive characteristics interact with changes in the trading environment. Models belonging to the recent "Quanti5 In

this paper, the goods producing sector comprises all non-service sectors in the economy, i.e., all
NAICS industries with 1-digit codes below 5.
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tative Spatial Economics" literature (see Redding and Rossi-Hansberg (2017) for a review)
can be used to both ends. I embed the simple mechanism into such a quantitative model
of interregional trade. In the model, workers with idiosyncratic skills choose their region,
sector, and occupation of employment. Additionally, the model features the full set of
input-output linkages between sectors.
First I use the structure of the model to infer business service trade flows across regions by
building on a simple, yet powerful idea: while in a world without trade, all labor markets
have to be self-sufficient, the possibility of trade opens up sectoral deficits and surpluses
across regions, reflecting specialization. Drawing on this basic insight, I propose a method
that infers service trade flows across regions from local surpluses and deficits that builds
on seminal work by Gervais and Jensen (2013). The technique relies on two steps. First I
use regional payroll data and information from the input-output tables to construct sectoral deficits and surpluses across regions. Second, I parameterize trade frictions within
each sector as a function of distance. I then use the structure of the model to study how
sectoral surpluses and deficits change systematically with distance over time to identify
changes in trade frictions between 1980 and 2010. The key identification assumption is
that for each origin-region productivity is independent of the destination of a shipment,
while trade costs depend on the destination in a way that is common across all origins,
conditional on the same distance. The estimates suggest that on average delivering a
business service input over a distance of 1000 miles has become 70% cheaper between
1980 and 2010.6
Ultimately, the effect of a decline in communication costs on skill prices depends on the
interplay of regional comparative advantages, sectoral linkages, and the ability of workers to relocate across sectors, occupations, and regions in response. A strength of the
quantitative model is its close connection to the data: all parameters on regions’ and
workers’ comparative advantage appear as structural residuals in the model that can be
inferred directly from the data by inverting a large set of observable moments. I calibrate
the model to match wages by region and education group, and regional employment by
sector, occupation, and education group for 741 commuting zones in the United States as
well as the aggregate input-output table in 1980.
I use the calibrated model to conduct an exercise aimed at isolating the effect of the decline
in communication costs on the spatial distribution of skill prices between 1980 and 2010.
In particular, I hold technologies and other parameters fixed at their calibrated levels
for 1980, while setting the distance elasticity of service trade, a single parameter, to its
6 When

I apply the same technique to the goods sector, I find that the distance elasticity is roughly
constant and of a similar magnitude as existing estimates, in the literature.
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estimated 2010 value. The induced effect is as predicted by the simple model: relative to
the nationwide trend, the skill premium rises faster in commuting zones with high initial
shares of business services employment. The reverse is true for labor markets with larger
shares in goods-production in 1980. A simple regression of college wage premium growth
on the log payroll share in business services in 1980 run in data and model output reveals
that the commuting cost decline can explain about 50% of the positive relationship. I then
use auxiliary predictions of the model on differential wage growth rates across sectors
and occupations in the different commuting zones to further validate the mechanism.
Regional changes in skill prices and the spatial, sectoral, and occupational relocation of
workers combine to generate sizable aggregate effects. The model can explain 30% of the
increase in the unconditional aggregate college wage premium between 1980 and 2010.
While all skill groups benefit from declining communication costs, high-skill workers see
their real wages rise fastest. The college welfare premium increases by 80% over the 30
years of the study, a more substantial increase than nominal wages alone would suggest.
Related Literature Several papers provide evidence that changes in the returns to skill
have been spatially unbalanced. Berry and Glaeser (2005), Moretti (2012), Ganong and
Shoag (2017), and Giannone (2017) focus on the “end of spatial wage convergence”, driven
by the fast growth of high-skill wages in a handful of large cities after 1980. Baum-Snow
and Pavan (2013) show that the skill premium grew faster in larger metropolitan areas.
None of these papers highlights that the extent to which different regions can take advantage of a decline in communication costs appears as an intuitive explanation for these
patterns since business services concentrate overwhelmingly in large urban areas.7
As part of a nascent literature on domestic trade in services, Atalay et al. (2014) combine
restricted-use Census data sets to conclude that, among U.S. establishments, flows of intangibles are likely orders of magnitude more important than flows of physical goods.8
Fort (2017) exploits a restricted-use survey on U.S. manufacturers’ sourcing decisions to
provide evidence suggestive of large domestic service trade volumes.9 Giroud (2013)
provides direct causal evidence that reductions in communication costs (flight time decreases) increase investments from headquarters in plants located elsewhere in the US.
7 Agglomeration

spillovers as in Davis and Dingel (2018) and Duranton and Puga (2004) can explain
why cities have a static comparative advantage in high-skill activities, (such as business services) but do
not highlight mechanisms for faster skill premium growth in large cities over the last decades.
8 The NAICS industry classification treats independent headquarters of vertically integrated companies
as a Business service industry (“Management of Companies” (NAICS 55111)).
9 An early contribution to the literature on international service trade is Griffiths (1975). Other important
papers are Deardorff (2001), Hoekman (2006), Francois and Hoekman (2010), and Mattoo et al. (2007).
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Jensen and Kletzer (2005) and Jensen and Kletzer (2010) infer “tradability” of service industries from measures of spatial concentration. I build on Gervais and Jensen (2013) who
use a multi-sector Armington model to infer sectoral distance elasticities for 1000 sectors
in the 2007 Economic Census. Contrary to this paper, they construct a direct proxy for
local productivity instead of using additional assumptions on gross trade volumes. Further, they focus on a single cross-section, while changes in the distance elasticity are the
focus of the present paper.10
Another set of papers highlights the importance of communication costs in changing the
spatial organization of production (see Michaels et al. (2018) and Duranton and Puga
(2005)). None of these papers estimates a structural model to quantitatively assess the
impact of changes in communication costs on local skill prices.11
The present paper extends studies of market integration across U.S. regions to the service
sector. An early theoretical contribution was Krugman (1991). More recently, Donaldson
and Hornbeck (2016) document how the construction of the railroad system facilitated regional agricultural specialization. I argue that declines in business services trade frictions
ushered in a similar period of service market integration and focus on its distributional
consequences instead of its aggregate gains.
This project also contributes to the literature on skill-biased technological change (see
Katz and Murphy (1992) and Krusell et al. (2000)) by highlighting a specific micro-channel
through which recent technological change leads to high-skill wage growth and the rise
of the aggregate skill premium.
Technically, I combine elements from various papers inspired by Eaton and Kortum (2002):
an input-output structure of production and worker relocation across regions as in Caliendo
et al. (2015) and Burstein et al. (2017) and occupation and sector choices as in Lee (2015).
I also follow these papers in using “hat algebra“ (see also Dekle et al. (2007) and Costinot
et al. (2012)) to compute counterfactuals.12
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces three properties
of the business services sector that are important for the mechanism. Section 3 discusses
the theory. Sections 4 and 5 explain the calibration strategy and discuss model exercises.
10 This

approach also connects to an early literature on the “regionalization” of Input-Output Tables (see
Isard (1953), Moses (1955), Leontief and Strout (1963) and Polenske (1970)).
11 Strauss-Kahn and Vives (2009) and Aarland et al. (2007) document the increasing spatial concentration
of corporate headquarters, suggestive of managerial services shipments back to operating plants.
12 Burstein and Vogel (2017) and Parro (2013) are recent papers that link international trade and rising
inequality. Burstein et al. (2015) use techniques from the international trade literature to study aggregate
between-group inequality in the United States.
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Section 6 concludes.
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Business Services: Facts

In this section, I introduce three empirical facts on the business services sector that will
be central to my analysis. To construct them, I draw on the Public-Use 5% Samples of the
U.S. Decennial Census Files and the U.S. input-output tables published by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis (BEA), both for various years.13
The business services sector in the United States has grown from a mere 5% share of employment in 1950 to an 18% share in 2010. Such growth makes it one of the fastest growing
sub-sector of the service economy along with consumer services. Many occupations that
have seen large wage gains in recent years are particularly important in the business services sector, e.g., managers, lawyers, and data scientists. For the mechanism in this paper,
three properties of the business services sector are of particular import.
Fact 1. Business Services payroll shares differ widely across local labor markets
I compute the distribution of sectoral payroll shares for 741 local labor markets in the
United States (see Appendix E for details). Table 8 in the Appendix shows the ratio of
the business services payroll shares at the 90th and 10th percentile of the distribution
across labor markets. For business services, this ratio is 1.9 in 1980 compared to 1.4 for
both the goods and local services sector. Through the lens of a simple Ricardian model,
such variation in local specialization is indicative of underlying comparative advantage
differences across regions.14
Fact 2. Business Services are more skill-intensive than the goods sector
In 1980, only 12% of all goods sector workers had a college degree, whereas 32% of business services workers did. In 2010 these number had risen to 22% and 56%, respectively
(see Table 10 in Appendix A). The differential skill intensity of the two sectors implies
that sectoral shocks will affect skill group wage averages differently.
13 I

discuss the construction of the underlying sample in detail in Section 4.1 below. In Appendix E.1, I
present a full list of sectors subsumed under the label “business services”, “goods”, and “local services” for
the remainder of the paper.
14 Many papers have elaborated on the reasons behind the concentration of the business services industry
in large commuting zones. The quantitative model introduced below has three mechanisms to generate
this concentration: (1) technological advantages of regions for business service production, (2) differences
in local skill supplies, and (3) “geography” which can make a close neighbor the preferred supplier. For the
present analysis, I do not need to distinguish these factors explicitly.
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Fact 3. The Goods sector is an important destination for business services
About 40% of overall business services output served as an intermediate input into the
goods sector in 1980 (see Appendix A). In contrast, only 1% of goods sector output travelled to the business services sector as an intermediate input in the same year. This sectoral linkage implies that changing trade frictions in the business services sector directly
affect input prices in the goods-producing sector.
The central hypothesis advanced in this paper is that the interplay of three forces can explain the systematic variation in the growth rate of the college wage premium across U.S.
regions: business services comparative advantage differences across regions (Fact 1); the
skill-intensity of the business services sector relative to other tradable sectors in the economy (Fact 2); changes in communication costs. The fact that business services primarily
serve as intermediate inputs into goods production (Fact 3) amplifies the mechanism.
The next section introduces a model to formalize the link between these three facts and
the impact of a decline in communication costs on returns to skill across regions.

3

Theory

I introduce a general environment and then show two ways of closing it that serve different purposes. The first is a simple way aimed at illustrating the nexus between communication cost declines and the evolution of regional skill premia in a parsimonious setting.
The second way is richer and aimed at evaluating the mechanism’s quantitative importance. This quantitative version of the model also serves as a framework to infer trade
flows in the absence of data on interregional trade in services.

3.1

General Environment

I propose a static theory of trade between a set of locations. There are r = {1, ..., R}
regions, s = {1, ..., S} sectors of production, and k = {1, ..., K } worker types. Regions
differ in their sector specific productivity, which I denote by Ars . Sectors differ in their use
of intermediate inputs from other sectors in the economy and their labor requirements.
Worker types differ in the efficiency units of labor they can supply to the different sectors.
Throughout, I denote the mass of type k workers in region r by Lrk . In general, workers
can move across regions and the overall mass of type k workers in the economy is fixed.
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Consumer Preferences Workers have Cobb-Douglas preferences over outputs from all
S sectors in the economy. They allocate a fraction as of their overall consumption expenditure to the sector s commodity. I denote the demand for the sector s commodity of the
representative household in region r by Crs . I stack sectoral demands within a region into
a vector, Cr , and write the utility function as follows:
U ( Cr ) =

’(Crs )as

where

s

Â as = 1.

(1)

s

When taking the model to the data, I will aggregate industries to three sectors s: goods,
business services, and local services.
Production with Intermediate Inputs I denote by Hrs the total efficiency units of labor
demanded by sector s in region r. I allow for the full set of input-output linkages and
0
denote the input demand of sector s in region r for sector s0 products by Qrss . Output in
sectors s in region r, Yrs , is produced using a Cobb-Douglas technology,
0

s0

Yrs = Ars ( Hrs )gs (’( Qrss )gs )1
s0

gs

where

Â0 gss

0

= 1,

(2)

s

0

where gs and gss (1 gs ) denote the shares of factor payments going to labor and the
intermediate input from sector s0 , respectively.
Costly Interregional Trade Sectoral outputs are traded across regions subject to a sectorspecific trade cost. I assume that trade costs take the usual “iceberg” form: To receive one
s > 1
unit of the sector s output from region r, consumers in region r 0 need to order krr
0
s
15
units, since 1/krr0 units “melt” on their way. Without loss of generality, I normalize the
s = 1 8r.16
cost of shipments within each region-sector to 1, i.e., krr

3.2

A Simple Model of Service Integration and Skill Premium Growth

In this section, I consider a special case of the general environment that takes the three empirical properties of the business service sector from Section 2 to their stylized extremes.
I use this setup to illustrate how these properties interact with declining communication
15 An

implicit assumption is that trade costs are proportional to the value of the shipment.

16 Sectoral trade costs within a region are not separately identified from region-sector specific productivity

terms.
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costs to produce the growing apart fact (see Figure 1).17
For simplicity, I consider a version of the framework in Section 3.1 with only two regions,
two sectors, and two skill groups, i.e., R = S = K = 2. I refer to region 1 as city (r = 1)
and region 2 as hinterland (r = 2), sector 1 as business services (s = b) and sector 2 as
goods (s = g), and type 1 workers as high-skill (k = h) and type 2 workers as low-skill
( k = l ).
Setup The city is defined by a technological advantage in business service production
which I index by A ⌘ A1b > 1. For simplicity, I set all other productivity terms to 1, i.e.,
A1g = A2b = A2g = 1. To reflect the skill-intensity of the business services relative to
the goods sector, I assume that business services firms only demand high-skill and goods
sector firms only low-skill labor. I also simplify the input-output structure: both sectors
use labor and the goods sector additionally relies on business services as an intermediate input. Given these assumptions the sectoral production technologies in equation 2
simplify as follows:
g

g

gb

Y1b = AH1b , Y2b = H2b , Y1 = ( H1 )g ( Q1 )1

g

g

g

gb

, and Y2 = ( H2 )g ( Q2 )1

g

.

I assume sectoral outputs are homogeneous across regions and goods trade is free, i.e.,
g
b > 18r 6 = r 0 . For simplicity I denote
krr0 = 1 8r, r 0 . Service trade however is costly, i.e., krr
0
b
0
communication costs by k ⌘ krr0 8r 6= r . Changes in the communication cost term k are
the central comparative static of this section.
g

Consumers only demand goods and the utility function in equation 1 simplifies to U = Cr
accordingly. All workers of a given skill type inelastically supply one unit of efficiency
labor to their sector of employment at a wage rate wrs . Since the mapping between sectors
g
and skill groups is one-to-one, wrb is the high-skill wage, and wr the low-skill wage in this
economy.
For analytical clarity, I abstract from factor endowment differences by assuming the ratio
of high- to low-skill workers is equal across regions, i.e., µ ⌘ Lrh /Lrl 8r and workers
cannot change their location. If the city had a larger share of high-skill workers than
the hinterland, this would add further to its productive advantage in business services
production.
17 The

simple model cannot speak to aggregate changes in the college wage premium. Instead, it shows
how a decline in communication costs affect regional skill premia differentially. In the quantitative model
these regional changes may generate aggregate effects depending on workers’ relocation response.
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Interregional Trade and the Law of One Price Markets are perfectly competitive and
firms price at marginal cost. Since trade in goods is free, the nationwide goods price, p g ,
serves as a convenient numeraire:
g

g

p1 = (w1 )g (w1b )1

g

Ag

1

g

g

= p2 = (w2 )g (w2b )1

g

⌘ pg = 1

(3)

where I suppressed a composite constant.18
Since regional sectoral outputs are homogeneous there is no intra-industry trade. Instead,
in a trade equilibrium, the city exports services and imports goods, while the hinterland
does the opposite.19 Whenever trade occurs, optimal sourcing behavior of goods firms
in the hinterland ensures that the following no-arbitrage relationship holds for business
services prices across regions:
p1b k

=

p2b

w1b
k = w2b .
A

)

(4)

It is easy to show that trade takes places and equation 4 holds, as long as k < k̄ ⌘ Ag .20
s the share of spending on sector s in region r directed towards domesI denote by prr
tic firms, i.e., the “home share”. Since regions either export or import within a sector
b = p g = 1 regardless of the value of k.
depending on their comparative advantage, p11
22
Equilibrium Allocations An equilibrium consists of region-sector specific wages {wrs }
s } that solve four market clearing equations and two no-arbitrage
and home shares {prr
equations.
As a result of the Cobb-Douglas assumption on technologies, a constant fraction of payments in each sector goes to workers and intermediate inputs respectively. The service
market clearing equations can then be expressed in terms of sectoral payrolls, factor
18 Goods

prices are multiplied by ḡ = g g (1 g)g 1 in both regions.
19 Since workers cannot move across regions nor sectors, both regions always produce positive quantities
in both sectors.
20 k̄ solves the service price no-arbitrage equation in 4 evaluated at the wages that prevail in the autarky
equilibrium. The wage level between city and hinterland differs by a factor A1 g . Using this in the noarbitrage equation at the cutoff yields:
w1b
k̄ = w2b ) A
A

g

k̄ = 1 ) k̄ = Ag .

This cutoff is intuitive: when service trade costs become low relative to productivity differences, service
trade occurs.
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shares and homes shares alone:
w1b L1h =

1

g

g

w1 L1l + (1
g
|
{z
}
|
Local Demand

b
p22
)

1

g

g

and

w2 L2l
g
{z
}
Exports

g g
b 1
w2b L2h = p22
w2 L2l .
g
|
{z
}
Local Demand

(5)

In equilibrium, total service sector payroll in each region has to equal the services demand
generated by the goods sector. While the city’s service producers export services to the
hinterland, service producers in the hinterland rely on local demand only.
The goods market clearing equations mirror the business services market clearing equations, but reflect that for goods, the hinterland is an exporter and the city an importer:
g
h
i
w1 L1l
g
g
= p11 w1 L1l + w1b L1h
g
|
{z
}
Local Demand

and

g
h
i
w2 L2l
g
= w2 L2l + w2b L2h + (1
g
|
{z
} |
Local Demand

h
i
g
g
p11 ) w1 L1l + w1b L1h
{z
}
Exports
(6)

The left hand side of these equations shows total value of spending on the goods sector
and the right hand side highlights its composition.
Together with the no-arbitrage equations 3 and 4 above, equations 5 and 6 can be solved
for all equilibrium allocations.
Service Trade and Regional Skill Premia Before considering the intermediate case of
k 2 (1, k̄ ), two special cases can provide useful intuition. First, in autarky (k > k̄) the
skilled wage premium across regions is identical:
w1b

g
w1

=

w2b

g
w2

=

1

g
g

µ

1

.

(7)

In the free trade equilibrium (k = 1) however, the skill premia across regions differ by the
factor A:
w1b

g
w1

=

1

g L1l + L2l
1 g
A>
µ
g AL1h + L2h
g

1

>

w2b

g
w2

=

1

g L1l + L2l
.
g AL1h + L2h

(8)

Comparing equation 7 and equation 8 is insightful. In autarky, the city’s skill premium
is not higher than the hinterland’s, despite the local technological advantage in service
production. In a world without service trade, high-skill workers depend on local low-skill
workers to generate demand for their services. As a result of this mutual dependence, all
productive advantages within a location are shared. Relative to the autarky equilibrium,
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Figure 2: Service Trade Costs, Regional Specialization, and the Skill Premium
(a) Domestic Shares Across Regions

(b) Skilled Wage Premia Across Regions
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Note: The left panel shows the home shares for the sector in which the respective region does not have a comparative advantage
plotted as a function of communication costs. For values of k above k̄ these home shares are 1 as both regions are autarkic. As k ! 1
specialization occurs and the regions import in the sectors in which they do not have a comparative advantage: goods for the city,
s > 0, as
business services for the hinterland. Since each region is endowed with a mass of workers in each sector even for k = 1, prr
regions always produce some output in each sector themselves. The right panel shows the skilled wage premium in both regions as a
function of communication costs. For k > k̄ the skill premium is constant across regions and unaffected by small movements in k. As
k ! 1, the skill premium rises in the city (region 1) and falls in the hinterland (region 2). In the limit, the skill premium in the city is
exactly A times the skill premium in the hinterland.
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in the free trade equilibrium the skill premium in the city is higher and the skill premium
in the hinterland is lower. The difference in the skill premia across regions is given by
A > 1.21 Relative local factor prices now reflect a location’s skill-type specific comparative
advantage. Low-skill workers in the city are no longer the essential source of demand for
local business services and their relative wages decline accordingly.22
Rearranging the equilibrium system, I arrive at closed form expressions for the skill premia in city and hinterland for all k 2 (1, k̄ ):

g 1
w1b
w2b
1 g
L2l
1 g 1 b
1
b
g
=
µ
+
(
1
p
)
k
and
µ p22 .
(9)
g
g =
22
g
L1h
g
w1
w2
Equations 9 directly relate regional skill premia to communication costs, k. The endogeb summarizes the effect of changes in the trading environment on the
nous variable p22
skill premium in the hinterland, while k additionally features directly into the expression
for the skill premium in the city. Equations 9 show that as regions specialize in accorb falls below 1), the skill premium in the
dance with their comparative advantage (i.e., p22
city rises, while it falls in the hinterland.
Conveniently, the model also yields an intuitive expression for the business services home
share of the hinterland that shows directly how changes in communication costs enable
regional specialization:
1 g

b
p22

k g L1l + L2l
=µ
Ak 1 L1h + L2h

(10)

Equation 10 shows that as communication costs fall, the hinterland’s business service
sector loses market share to service firms in the city.
b . First a competition
There are two direct effects of a decline in service trade costs on p22
effect captured by the numerator. High-skill workers from the hinterland now compete
directly with high-skill workers in the more productive city. The more high skill workers
in the city and the more significant the city’s productive advantage, the more declines in k
21 Notice

that if A = 1, the skill premium in the free trade equilibrium collapses back to the one in the
autarky case, since there would be no incentive to trade.
22 Equations 7 and 8 highlight another important point: as long as k is large enough a rise in A will not
lead to an increase in the skill premium within a location. The ability to spatially decouple high- and lowskill work is what allows high-skill workers to appropriate the gains from local skill-biased productivity
growth. This result helps resolves a tension in some recent work on knowledge spillovers and skill premia
in cities: why did knowledge spillovers for high-skill worker not raise the skill premium in cities in earlier
decades? The simple model emphasizes that such spillovers only lead to a rise in the local skill premium
once business service markets do not have to clear locally. In other words, even though given Cobb-Douglas
technologies productivity differences across sectors are factor neutral in autarky, once trade occurs they do
appear in relative skill prices within a region.
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shift service demand from the hinterland to the city. Second a demand effect captured by
the denominator: high local service prices shrink the goods sector in the city, decreasing
local demand for services, and pushing the city’s service workers to rely more on the
hinterland’s demand. The strength of this effect depends on the importance of the city
for overall business services demand (L1l ) and the strength of the input linkage (g). If
business services are not used in goods production, g ! 1 and this channel is muted.

The left panel in Figure 2 shows the behavior of the home shares as a function of service
trade costs.23 It shows that as communication costs fall regional specialization increases
and city and hinterland increasingly rely on imported goods in the sectors in which they
do not have a comparative advantage. The right panel of the same Figure shows the concurrent evolution of the regional skill premia. As specialization occurs, the skill premium
rises in the city and declines in the hinterland, i.e., the skill premia are growing apart across
regions.
In fact, if the regions are of equal size, the ratio of skill premia takes a particularly intuitive
form:
g 1
g
b )k g
w1b /w1
1 + (1 p22
g =
b
p22
w2b /w2
b = 1 and the ratio of skill premia is 1, since they are identical across regions.
In autarky, p22
b falls below 1 and the ratio starts to increase until it reaches A > 1 in the
As k ! 1, p22
limit. If there were no comparative advantage differences across regions (i.e., A = 1), the
ratio would hence be equal to 1 for all values of k. As g ! 1 the ratio increases more
slowly with k reflecting the amplifying role of the input linkage between the business
services and the goods sector.

The remainder of the paper consists in assessing the quantitative importance of this simple mechanism in explaining the variation in the growth of the college wage premium
across U.S. commuting zones between 1980 and 2010.

3.3

Quantitative Theory

Does the mechanism in Section 3.2 matter quantitatively in explaining the growing apart
fact in Figure 1? To answer this question, I enrich the simple model in order to speak to
23 In

the Appendix, I also show that there is an analytical expression for the relationship between the two
trade shares in equilibrium:
h
i 1
1
g
b
p11 = g + p22
Ak g (1 g)
.
g

b = 1 so that p = 1 follows directly.
So that for k̄ = Ag and p22
11
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the rich U.S. spatial data. 24 . The expanded model accomplishes three objectives. First, it
is flexible enough to be calibrated to moments informative about the underlying regional
fundamentals that drove results in the simple model. Second, it allows for rich patterns
of worker reallocation in response to a communication cost shock. Third, it serves as a
measurement device for changes in sectoral trade frictions across regions, in the absence
of data on trade flows. In Appendix C.5, I show how to add structures (land) and capital
into the model as additional factors of production, which form part of all our counterfactual exercises.25
Differences to Simple Model The general environment is as introduced in Section 3.1.
The are three main additions. Regions produce region-specific sectoral varieties. Firms
and consumers in all regions consume CES bundles that combine regions’ distinct varieties, which introduces a love-of-variety motive for trade. Workers within each skill
group make non-degenerate sector-occupation choices to maximize their labor income.
Additionally, workers choose their preferred region of employment.
Preferences Agents’ preferences over sectoral bundles are as in equation 1 in Section
s the demand of consumers in region r for the sector s variety from
3.1. I denote by crr
0
0
region r and assume consumers aggregate regional varieties in a CES fashion,
Crs =

"

Â0 ars0 (crrs 0 )

ss 1
ss

r

#

ss
ss 1

ss > 1,

where ars0 is a origin-sector specific preference weight. The parameter ss controls the substitutability of the region-specific varieties in sector s. As long as ss < • consumers
demand sector s varieties from all regions, including their own. The simple model corresponds to the limit case ss ! •, in which consumer regard all regional varieties as
identical and only buy the cheapest one. The composition of the CES bundle of final
consumption, Crs , differs across regions in the presence of trade frictions.
In the simple model, there was no need to differentiate the price of a local variety and a
sectoral consumption bundle, due to the homogeneity of sectoral outputs. Here, I let prs
24 This

framework falls into the class of models in the “Quantitative Spatial Economics” (QSE) literature
summarized by Redding and Rossi-Hansberg (2017)
25 I combine several contributions in the QSE literature. The model features many local labor markets
and occupation choices as in Burstein et al. (2017). Sectors are linked via an arbitrary set of input-output
relationships and there is trade in both intermediate inputs and final goods, as in Caliendo and Parro (2015)
and Caliendo et al. (2017). The Roy model component where workers choose sectors and occupations in
line with their productive advantage is inspired by Lee (2015).
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be the factory-gate price of the region r sector s variety, and Prs the price of the region r
sector s CES bundle. Utility maximization yields a CES price index that is an average of
the factory gate prices in the different regions, weighted by the bilateral trade frictions:
Prs =

"

Â0 ( prs0 krs0 r )1
r

ss

#

1
1 ss

.

I denote the fraction of region r spending on sector s that is directed towards varieties
produced in region r 0 by prs0 r . These “trade shares”, derived from utility maximization,
take the familiar form (see eg. Anderson (1979)):
prs0 r = ( prs0 )1

ss

(krs0 r )1

ss

( Prs )ss

1

.

(11)

Equation 11 generalizes the expression for trade shares from the simple model to an environment where two-way trade occurs for love-of-variety reasons. Note that while individual regional varieties are tradable sectoral CES aggregates are not.
Intermediate Inputs and Sectoral Human Capital The production technology in each
region-sector takes the form introduced in equation 2 above. Equation 2 had two components: a bundle of intermediate inputs and a human capital aggregate (value added).
0

ss the demand
To describe the composition of the intermediate input bundle, I denote by qrr
0
0
0
of region r sector sfirms for the region r sector s variety. Firms aggregate regional varieties within each sector with a constant elasticity of substitution ss into a sectoral input
0
bundle Qrss ,
"
# ss0
s
1
0

Qrss =

0

Â brs0 (qrrss0 )

s0
s0
s

r0

s0 1
s

ss0 > 1,

where brs0 is an origin-sector specific CES weight. The elasticity of substitution is the same
as for consumers.26 As a result, consumers and firms agree on how to allocate a unit
of sectoral expenditure across regional varieties, so that equation 11 is also summarizes
optimal sourcing decisions for firms.
The value added term in the sectoral production function, Hrs , consists of the contributions of efficiency units of labor hired in various different occupation o. In particular Hrs
26 This

assumption is strong, but commonly made in quantitative models with input-output linkages (see
Caliendo and Parro (2015) and Caliendo et al. (2017)). Beyond its convenience, a reason for the assumption
is the absence of detailed data on interregional trade in inputs versus final consumption goods. This makes
it difficult to measure differences between firms’ and consumers’ willingness/ability to substitute among
regional varieties.
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is a CES aggregator over the O occupational inputs offered in the economy:
"
# i
Hrs

=

Â
o

i
µrso (hrso )

i

1

i 1

where i parameterizes the ease with which the firm substitutes between human capital
in the different occupational categories, hrso . µrso is a region, sector, and occupation specific weight reflecting that even within a sector production processes can differ in their
occupational requirements across regions.
Individual Location, Sector, and Occupation Choices and their Aggregation Workers
obtain two idiosyncratic shocks, revealed one after the other, that drive their location and
employment decisions. They first learn their idiosyncratic tastes for locations and choose
a location taking into account their expected utility in each potential destination. Once
in a location, agents observe local wages in each sector and occupation and learn their
sector-occupation specific productivity. They then choose their sector-occupation pair
to maximize their income. I start by describing the second choice and then the first, to
facilitate exposition.
Agents within a region differ in the number of efficiency units of labor they can supply to
the different sectors and occupations. I denote the efficiency units an individual worker i
i . wso is the wage
could supply to sector s and occupation o if she chose to work there by eso
r
rate per efficiency unit of labor offered in region-sector-occupation pair (r, s, o ). Worker
i’s labor income results from the solution of her sector-occupation choice problem:
i
yri = max{wrso ⇥ eso
}
s,o

(12)

Note that within a given occupation efficiency units of labor supplied by different types
of workers, k, are perfect substitutes.
I denote the expected income of agent i of type k in destination r before making his location choice by Ek (yri ). The average indirect utility of a type k agent from moving to
location r is then given by:
E ( yi )
Vrki = $ ⇥ k sr a
’s ( Pr ) s
where $ is a composite constant. Before choosing their location, individuals of type k
receive a multiplicative, idiosyncratic preference shock for each region. Individual i0 s
counterfactual level of welfare in region r given her shock hri is given by:
V̄rki = $ ⇥

Ek (yri )
⇥ hri = Vrki ⇥ hri
’s ( Prs )as
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which reflects her type k. Individual i’s location choice, ri , then solves the following
problem:
ri = argmaxr {V̄rki }
To aggregate the individual choices of the mass of heterogeneous agents, I assume that
individual heterogeneity within skill groups k is extreme-value distributed. In particular,
for the sector-occupation choices, I assume that the distribution of individual efficiency
i , across individuals i within each skill group k is drawn in an i.i.d. fashion from
units, eso
the following Fréchet distribution:
so
Frk
(e) = exp( Trsok e

rk

)

where Trsok denotes the mean productivity of type k workers in region r, sector s, and
occupation o. While Trsok parameterizes between-group productivity differences, rk determines within-group variations in productivity. This formulation allows for betweengroup heterogeneity to remain non-parametric, while imposing a parametric assumption
on within-group heterogeneity for aggregation purposes.
As is well known, the particular convenience of the Fréchet assumption lies in that it
yields closed-form expressions for several endogenous objects of interest. For instance,
the fraction of workers of type k in region r, who choose to work in occupation o in sector
so , is given by:
s, frk
Trsok (wrso )rk
so
frk
=
.
(13)
0 0
Âs0 Âo0 Trs0 o0 k (wrs o )rk
In a similar way, the average income of a type k workers in region rcan be expressed in
terms of the sector-occupation specific wage rate per efficiency unit, wrso :
1

wrk = (Â Â(wrso )rk Trsok ) rk
s

o

Appendix C also shows that there exist intuitive expressions for the total number of efficiency units of labor supplied to a specific region, sector, and occupation at a given wage
rate. Appendix C presents all derivations for the results involving the Fréchet distribution.
Note that given the parametric assumption on individual productivities, Ek (yri ) = wrk .
To aggregate the location decisions of individual workers, elements of the idiosyncratic
location preference shifter, {hki }, are assumed to be drawn iid from a type specific Fréchet
distribution,
Fk (h ) = exp( Grk h { ),
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where Grk is the location- and type-specific mean. Grk can be interpreted as a region r type
k specific amenity term. The distributional assumption yields an analytical expression for
the share of type k workers in the U.S. economy that chooses to reside in region r given
factor prices. In particular:
Grk (Vrk ){
Lrk = Lk ⇥
,
Âr0 Gr0 k (Vr0 k ){
where Lk denotes the economy-wide stock of type k workers, which I model as given.
Local Sectoral Sales and Expenditure In order to infer trade flows across regions I require measures of local sectoral demand and supply. The quantitative model provides intuitive equations for these objects in terms of parameters and observable data moments.
I denote total regional revenue in sector s by Rrs and total regional expenditure on sector
s by Ers . The Cobb-Douglas structure of production implies that each factor receives a
fixed share of sectoral revenue. As a result, gross output in a region-sector pair can be
expressed in terms of the sectoral payments and the value added share alone,
Rrs = gs

1

Â wrk Lrk frkso ,
k,o

where the overall sector s payroll is the sum of the payrolls earned by the different skill
groups.
Using this, I can write total expenditure on the sector s bundle in region r, combining final
and intermediate input demand:
Ers = as Â Lrk wrk + Â Rrk (1
k

k

gk )gks .

(14)

so and w can be expressed as simple functions of wso , Es and Rs are
Note that since frk
rk
r
r
r
so
27
functions of wr only, too.

General Equilibrium The equilibrium is a vector of region-sector-occupation specific
skill prices {wrso } and local labor supply by skill type { Lrk }, such that
1. Output markets clear:
Rrs =
27 In

Â0 Ers0 prrs 0

(15)

r

Appendix C.3, I show how to use equilibrium conditions to rewrite equation 14 as an eigensystem
that is useful in solving the model numerically.
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2. Occupation-specific labor markets clear:
i
µrso
(

wrso 1 i
) gs Rrs =
wrs

Â wrk Lrk frkso

(16)

k

3. Workers make utility maximizing location choices:
Lrk = Lk ⇥

Grk (Vrk ){
Âr0 Gr0 k (Vr0 k ){

4. And trade is balanced across for all regions,

Â0 Â Ers0 prrs 0 = Â Ers ,
r

s

s

(17)

i.e., total expenditure in region r across all sectors is equivalent to the total export
revenue of region r across all sectors.
Note that there can be sector-specific deficits within a region. Equation 17 merely imposes
balanced trade across all sectors within a region. This is important since I rely on sectoral
trade imbalances to infer sectoral trade frictions as discussed in the next Section.
In Appendix C.5, I discuss how to include structures and capital as additional factors of
production. There, I assume that land markets clear within each location, introducing an
additional form of congestion that raises local prices in response to increased economic
activity. Capital markets in turn clear nationally. All workers hold a share proportional to
their income in a national real estate and capital portfolio. All counterfactuals allow for
these additional margins of adjustment, and I consider them part of the baseline model
setup.
Returning to the Simple Model The quantitative framework nests the simple model
in Section 3.2. To see this, we can restrict the quantitative framework to two regions
(r = 1, 2), two sectors (s = g, b), and two skill groups (k = h, l ), and set gb = 1 and
gg 6= 1, gbg 6= 0. Then we can take three limits: the limit of sectoral trade elasticities,
i.e., ss ! • for all sectors, so that varieties are homogeneous across space; the limit of
within group heterogeneity so that all agents within a group are equal, rk ! 0; the limit
of across group productive advantages, i.e., Trhb /Trhg ! • and Trlg /Trlb ! • for all r,
so that high-skill workers always find it income-maximizing to work in business service
and low skill workers find it profitable to work in the goods-producing sector.
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4

Quantitative Framework: Calibration

In this section, I discuss the quantification of my theory. I take the model to U.S. Public
Use Census data, separately for four decades: 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010. Before 1980 some
necessary data inputs are available in less detail, and so I restrict the quantitative exploration to the decades from 1980 to 2010.
The first subsection discusses data sources and data construction. The second subsection
explains in detail how I construct interregional trade flows and estimate the elasticity of
bilateral trade volume to distance for different years and sectors. The remaining sections
describe the calibration of the other parameters.

4.1

Data Sources

I use two primary data sources: the U.S. Decennial Census and the Input-Output (IO)
Tables for the United States.
Decennial Census I use the 5% public use sample of the Decennial Census files for 19802000 and public use sample American Community survey for 2010, both obtained from
IPUMS (see King et al. (2010)). The empirical analysis distinguishes individuals along
four dimension: sectors, occupations, education, and local labor market. I focus on employed individuals between 16 and 65 years of age for which industry codes, occupation
codes, location codes, education codes, income and hours measures are available for a
given year. I measure labor supply as annual hours worked, so that Lrk denotes the number of hours worked by type k agents in commuting zone r in a given year. I provide
further sample selection and construction details in Appendix E.3.
Input-Output Tables I draw on the use tables of the United States in producer value
published annually by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).28 The use tables contain
information about the value of intermediate inputs and value added used to produce
one unit of gross output of a given industry. In addition to this information, I extract
vectors of final consumption, exports, and import by industry. I make adjustments to final
domestic consumption to ensure that gross output by commodity and industry coincide,
since my framework abstracts from different industries producing overlapping sets of
commodities. Appendix E.2 offers a more detailed discussion.
28 The

BEA recomputed the older use tables using the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS). I use these updated tables.
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4.2

Data Construction

The quantitative model has four dimensions of heterogeneity. In the data, I map them to
three sectors, four occupations and five skill group, across 741 local markets in the United
States. I now discuss these groups in turn.
Commuting Zones A consistent analysis over time requires a fixed geographical definition of what constitutes a “region”. Tolbert and Sizer (1996) construct 741 commuting
zones by clustering counties based on their 1990 inter-county commuting flows. I use
these commuting zones since they provide a constant geography, cover the entire U.S.
territory, and provide sufficient spatial detail.29
Sectors I group industries into goods (e.g., manufacturing and wholesale trade), business services (e.g., Management of Companies, Legal Services, and Computer systems
design) and local services (e.g., Hospitals, Nursing and Accommodation, Restaurants).
Appendix E.1.1 offers a complete list.30
I map all data sources to the North American Industry Classification System for 2012
(NAICS). More formally, the goods sector comprises all NAICS-1 to NAICS-4 industries,
Business Services are all NAICS-5 sector industries, and local services are NAICS-6 to
NAICS-8. I treat all three sectors as tradable and infer the degree of their tradability from
the calibrated model as discussed below. Results confirm that the NAICS-6 to NAICS-8
sectors are the least tradable of the three coarse sectoral groups.31
29 Autor

and Dorn (2013) provide a useful crosswalk from Census county groups (1980) and Public Use
Micro-data Areas (PUMAs) to the Tolbert and Sizer (1996) commuting zones. They also provide an adjustment to sample weights in cases where Census spatial units are split into several commuting zones. Autor
and Dorn (2013) is the first study to use this definition of local labor markets in the economics literature.
Eckert and Peters (2018) and Burstein et al. (2017) are more recent studies that use the same delineations.
30 The input-output tables of the United States show international trade in all sectors, and since my calibration strategy relies on matching the aggregate input-output relationships exactly, all sectors are allowed
to be tradable. What I refer to as non-tradable services are local services like restaurants, education, hospitals, janitors and the like whose trade volumes are likely less affected by recent technological change than
the information-intensive business services
31 It may seem counterintuitive that local services, e.g., restaurant meals, are tradable. However, the
input-output tables record positive trade flows for them. For example, visitors from other countries or
other commuting zones consume restaurant meals in New York (in person travel constitutes an important
form of service trade). In Appendix A.1, I state the four forms of service trade defined in the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) by the WTO (Uruguay Round of Negotiations).
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Education Types I group individuals into five groups based on their educational attainment: less than high school, high school, some college, college, five and more years of
college. Recall that the quantitative model involved a parametric assumption on within
skill group heterogeneity. Choosing a large number of skill groups then allows for more
realistic patterns of adjustment, since the model allows for between-group heterogeneity
to remain non-parametric.
Occupations There are approximately 320 occupational groups in the Decennial Census Files. I organize these occupations into groups that exhibit qualities that are likely
to be important in the current setting. Many occupations in the business services sector
require specialized skills and are highly tradable, i.e., they can often serve their function from a distance. As an example consider a manager in a headquarter who can use
telephone and internet to instruct workers. Many occupations in the local service sector
instead require personal contact between worker and customer, e.g., a bank teller (and
so are ”non-tradable”). Another distinction within non-tradable occupations is their skill
content. The occupations of physicians and janitors differ substantially in their educational requirements.
To capture these qualitative differences, I categorize occupations into four broad categories based on their skill intensity and their tradability. The measure of skill-intensity,
I use a measure of “abstract task intensity” constructed in Autor et al. (2003) from the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, published by the U.S. Department of Labor in 1977.
To measure tradability, I use the offshorability measure employed in Autor and Dorn
(2013).32
In the 1980 Decennial Census data, I compute aggregate annual labor supply by occupation. I then order all occupations ranked by their “abstract task intensity” and split
them to form two groups each accounting for 50% of annual labor supply and ranked
by their “abstract task intensity”. I repeat this exercise with the tradability measure.
Then I group occupations above the median in terms of abstractness and tradability together and call them “abstract-tradable” (AT). Similarly, I create three more groups called
“non-abstract tradable” (NAT), “abstract non-tradable” (ANT) and “non-abstract nontradable” (NANT). As an example, managerial professions are in AT, assembly line workers and phone operators in NAT, doctors, and teachers in ANT and cooks in NANT. I then
32 Fortin

et al. (2011) construct the ingredients for a measure of offshorability of occupations, which I
interpret as measuring tradability, from O*NET data. Autor and Dorn (2013) use a simple average of two
of the Fortin et al. (2011) measures - “face-to-face contact” and “on-site job” - to measure offshorability, and
I adopt their index. Burstein et al. (2017) is another paper that uses an offshorability measure as an index
for tradability. They employ the offshorability measure constructed in Blinder and Krueger (2013).
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hold these groups fixed for all remaining decades. Appendix E.1.2 lists example occupations for each of these four groups and Appendix E.5 provides further detail on their
construction.
Summary For each decade, I add up annual hours within each commuting zone, sector,
occupation, and skill group to obtain a measure of labor supply. The model structure
imposes that workers of the same skill earn, on average, the same wage within every
sector and occupation within a region. Dividing total income by total hours within each
region-education bin yields a measure of the average hourly wage by skill group within
each location, wrk .
From the IO tables, I derive vectors of final domestic consumption, imports, exports and
gross output by sector for all four years of my analysis.

4.3

Inferring Service Trade Flows

Information on interregional trade flows within the United States is very sparse. Research
on intranational trade in goods has drawn on a single nationally-representative source:
the Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau.33 However, the
CFS is limited in a crucial dimension: it does not contain information on services. This
calls for a calibration strategy of service trade frictions, that does not rely on detailed,
repeated cross-sections of sectoral trade flows. In this section, I propose a methodology
that builds on work by Gervais and Jensen (2013) to infer service trade flows between
U.S. commuting zones. The technique relies on three ingredients: detailed regional data
on sectoral payrolls and hours worked, the aggregate input-output tables, and the gravity
equation for interregional trade implied by the quantitative model. I present the procedure in three steps and implement it separately for each decade between 1980 and 2010.
Step 1: Constructing Local Sectoral Output and Expenditure I use the structure of
the quantitative model in Section 3.3 to construct measures of local sectoral output and
expenditure. I introduce the rest of the world (ROW) into the analysis as a 742nd region
for reasons made explicit below. Recall the expressions for regional sales,
Rrs = gs

1

Â wrk Lrk frks ,

(18)

k

and expenditure,
33 Prominent

studies that use the CFS data include Hillberry and Hummels (2008), Allen and Arkolakis
(2014), Duranton et al. (2014), and Dingel (2016).
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0

Ers = as Â Lrk wrk (1 + wr ) + Â Rrs (1
k

s0

gs0 )gss0 .

(19)

Here, wr is an exogenous subsidy to U.S. consumer paid for by ROW workers. Introducing such exogenous transfers is a simple way to rationalize the large U.S. trade deficit
implicit in the input-output data.34 I obtain the technical coefficients, gs and gsk , and the
utility function parameters, as , directly from the input-output tables of the respective year.
s } , imply a vecThese parameters, together with the data on sectoral payrolls, {wrk Lrk frk
tor of regional sales and expenditure, { Rrs , Ers } for every region, sector, and decade. { Ers }
combines two sources of demand for the sector s output in region r: intermediate input
demands and final consumption. Summing Rrs across regions yields the gross sectoral
output from the input-output tables in that year. Likewise, summing Ers across regions
yields total domestic expenditure on sector s output in the US. For the rest of this section
I treat { Rrs , Ers } as data.
Step 2: Constructing a Gross Sectoral Export Measure Subtracting regional demand
from regional supply implies a measure of local net sectoral exports,
NXrs = Rrs

Ers .

If NXrs > 0 region r produces more output than its firms and consumers absorb. In this
case NXrs provides a lower bound on the value of sector s output region r exports. It only
yields a lower bound since regions are likely to import some output even in sectors in
which they are net exporters. Similarly, net importing regions are likely to export some
output. The phenomenon of gross trade flows in excess of net flows is referred to as interindustry trade in the literature (see Helpman (1987) and Hummels and Levinsohn (1995)
for classic discussions). The accounting identity for sectoral trade volume (Vrs ) clarifies the
relationship between the inter-industry component and the net component in generating
34 Figure 8 in Appendix A.5 shows sectoral trade balances over time.

The overall trade balance is negative
for every decade covered by the study. I match this by imposing a transfer from ROW to U.S. regions, from
which every consumer benefits in proportion to their wage, i.e., wr = w > 0 8r 6= ROW and w ROW < 0.
To rationalize it through the lens of the model, I assume there is a subsidy w that is distributed to U.S.
consumers in proportion to their labor income and financed by a tax on ROW workers, denoted w ROW .
In Appendix D.5, I discuss the details of inferring w, w ROW for every decade so as to match the U.S. trade
deficit in the IO tables for the United States for the respective year.
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overall volume:
Vrs ⌘ EXrs + I Mrs

=| EXrs

(20)

I Mrs | + [ EXrs + I Mrs

=| NXrs | +

I IT s
|{z}r
Interindustry Trade

| EXrs

I Mrs |]

(21)
(22)

where { EXrs , I Mrs }rs denotes region-sector specific exports and imports.

Equation 20 highlights that in the absence of information on total trade volume, any
amount of interindustry trade is consistent with observed net balances. Unfortunately,
there exists no data on gross business services trade flows that could inform I ITrs directly.
In the next step, I parameterize sectoral trade frictions as a function of distance. I then
show that a measure of aggregate trade volume, combined with the structure of the model
and data on regional output and demand { Rrs , Ers }rs is sufficient to infer the unique matrix of interregional trade flows. I now discuss how to construct a proxy for the gross
aggregate trade volume by sector.
There is an intuitive lower bound on nationwide inter-industry trade I IT s . I observe
interindustry trade between the sum of all U.S. regions and the rest of the world (ROW)
in the input-output tables. The minimum amount of interindustry trade flows across the
742 regions in the model is equal to the interindustry trade between U.S. regions and
ROW:
s
s
s
I ITmin
= VUS
| NXUS
|
where US abbreviates “United States”. This allows me to construct a measure of total
gross exports of U.S. regions by sector:
s
EX s = I ITmin
/2 +

Â

1( NXrs > 0) NXrs .

(23)

r 6= ROW

Equation 23 combines the interindustry trade that the U.S. regions engage in with ROW
with the minimum exports necessary to cover net balances. I use this measure of sectoral
trade volume in the baseline calibration. There is also an upper bound on the total value
of gross exports: the total value of production, which I observe. In Appendix F, I describe
robustness exercises that set total sectoral trade volume to values between their upper
and lower bound.35 I discuss these exercises in more detail at the end of this section.
35 There

are reasons to believe that net flows are closer to gross flows in the business services sector
compared to the goods sector. First, U.S. business service exports are very close to net exports as evidenced
by Figure 8 in the Appendix, especially in earlier decades. Second, small- or mid-sized regions specialize in
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Step 3: Inferring Trade Flows In this section, I show how to use the demand and supply
measures constructed in Step 1, { Rrs , Ers }, and the sectoral export volume constructed in
step 2, EX s , to impute interregional trade flows.
The following lemma is useful to construct a formal identification argument.
Lemma. Consider a mapping of the form:
Ai =

Â

j=1,...,N

Bj

li Kij
Âk lk Kkj

8i = 1, ..., N.

(24)

For any strictly positive vectors { Ai }
0 and { Bi }
0, such that Âi Ai = Âi Bi , and any
strictly positive matrix K
0 there exists a unique (to scale), strictly positive vector {li }
0.
Proof. See Appendix D.1.
The market clearing equation for sector s implied by the quantitative model (see equation
15) yields equation 24 by defining some composite terms:
Rrs

=Â
r0

Ers0

( prs )1 ss (krs0 r )1 ss
Âr00 ( prs00 )1 ss (krs00 r0 )1

ss

⌘Â
r0

Ers0

s
lrs Krr
0
Âr00 lr00 s Krs00 r0

(25)

In order to use the Lemma in practice, I require Âr Rrs = Âr Ers . As a result of the U.S.
trade deficit with ROW, the equality does not hold across U.S. commuting zones alone. It
does, however, hold for the U.S. regions and the ROW region together.
The Lemma implies the existence of a large set of different trade flow matrices that all
generate the same regional net export balance, i.e., match { Rrs , Ers }. There is exactly one
such set for every trade cost matrix Ks . To pin down Ks , I parameterize its entries as a
function of bilateral distance, drr0 ,
(1 ss )d̄s

s
Krr
0 ⌘ drr 0

s

d
⌘ drr
0.

I refer to ds as the sector specific distance elasticity of trade.36 Identifying the product ds ⌘
(1 ss )d̄s is sufficient to infer interregional trade flows. This reduces the quantification
of the trade cost matrix to the calibration of a single composite parameter, ds .
the production of particular goods that exhibit strong returns to scale, say tractor, and hence need to import
many other goods that form part of the consumption bundle. The business services sector is more narrow.
For example, it seems unlikely that JP Morgan in Manhattan would import legal services from a small town
when it has world-class legal services all around it in New York.
36 Other papers that parameterize interregional trade flows as a function of distance are Allen and Donaldson (2018),Ahlfeldt et al. (2015), and Monte et al. (2015). I use the centroid-to-centroid distance in miles.
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The moment I use to identify ds is the measure of gross exports constructed in Step 2,
EX s . I subtract the shipments from region r to itself from the market clearing equation 25
above to obtain an expression for region r sector s gross exports, EXrs :
EXrs

=

Â

r 0 6 =r

Ers0

s
lrs Krr
0
Âr00 lr00 s Krs00 r0

(26)

For a given ds , equation 25 can be solved for a unique vector of location fixed effects,
{lrs }, that rationalize Ers and Rrs . These fixed effects then imply a vector of region-sector
specific exports via equation 26. Summing these exports across all regions in the United
States yields a model implied measure of EX s .37 I show in Appendix that equation 26
is strictly increasing in ds for a given vector {lrs }, so that there exists a value of ds that
minimizes the following criterion function:
W(ds ) =| log

s
EXDATA
|.
s
Âr EXrMODEL

For each sector and year I find ds = argminds W(ds ). I describe the algorithm in more
detail in Appendix D.3. There I also explain how to use observed international imports
and exports from the IO tables to calibrate l ROW,s so as to match imports and exports (i.e.,
the only bilateral set of flows I observe in the data) exactly. I also show that this implies
s
values for EROW
and RsROW .
Table 1 presents the results. It suggests that trade frictions for goods have been fairly
stable throughout the period 1980 2010. However, business services trade frictions have
declined significantly.38
The fact that trade frictions for goods appear constant, justifies the use of a distance elasticity, d g , obtained from running a gravity equation in the CFS data, which is only available since 1992. In particular, since goods trade frictions are not the focus of this paper, I
37 Gervais

and Jensen (2013) use the 2007 cross-section of the Economic Census to infer industry-specific
distance elasticities. They proxy directly for the vector of fixed effects {lrs } using sales per worker over
payroll per worker in each region-sector. Such a procedure has the disadvantage of not matching Ers and
Rrs exactly and requires data that distinguishes sales and payroll by sector-region, which is not widely
available.
38 The former finding is in line with the finding in Allen and Arkolakis (2018), who show that the distance
coefficient in a gravity equation for goods trade among U.S. states is virtually unchanged between 2007 and
2012 (using Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) Data). They find d g = 1. Monte et al. (2015) estimate the same
elasticity using CFS Data for 123 CFS regions within the United States and find d g = 1.29.
Eaton and Kortum (2018), using 2010 international bilateral trade data, find a distance elasticity of 1.4
on Professional Services and on Administrative Services using OLS log-log regression. Their Pseudo Maximum Likelihood estimates yields slightly lower estimates.
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Table 1: Estimates Transformed Distance Elasticities, ds
Year
1980
1990
2000
2010
D80!10 %

Goods Sector
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
0%

Business Services
2.1
1.8
1.6
1.5
28%
s

s = dd . Here d
Notes: The table shows estimates of sectoral elasticities of trade costs with respect to distance, ds : Krr
0
rr 0 is the distance
rr 0
0
in miles between the centroids of commuting zones r and r based on the demarkation in Tolbert and Sizer (1996). The data underlying
the estimates is constructed from the 5% sample of the U.S. Decennial Census (1980-2000) and American Community Survey (2010).
Additionally, data from the input-output use tables in producer prices published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis is used.

use the estimates from Monte et al. (2015) who find d g =

1.29 using the 2012 CFS data.39

I assume throughout the paper that ss is constant so that changes in ds reflect changes
in d̄s . Suppose for example sb = 4 then the change in business service trade frictions
between 1980 and 2010 is given by:
b
Krr
0 ,2010
b
Krr
0 ,1980

= (drr0 )

1.51+2.1
3

= (drr0 )

0.2

For a distance of a 1000 miles this corresponds to a 75% decrease. For comparison, in a
similar framework Lee (2015) estimates that the accession of China into the WTO lowered
bilateral trade frictions between the U.S. and China by 26%.
The procedure outlined above also relates to an older literature on the “regionalization” of
input-output tables with noteworthy contributions by Isard (1953), Moses (1955), Leontief
and Strout (1963) and Polenske (1970).
Discussion and Summary The separate identification of the local productivity terms
and the trade elasticity relies on the following argument. For any origin-region unobserved productivity (lrs ) is independent of the destination of a shipment. However, trade
costs depend on the destination in a way common to the whole country, given the same
distance, independently of where the origin-region is. Information on total exports and
relative productivities across regions (as measured by NXrs ) then imply a unique set of
trade flows. The Lemma in Step 3 above formalizes this intuition.
39 Note

that I normalized trade friction within each region to 1 in each decade. Changes in within-region
trade frictions are not separately identified from regional productivity changes. As a result, what I really
measure are changes in the cost of shipping services out of a region relative to shipping them within.
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In the Appendix, I provide details on a range of robustness exercises. First I consider
an alternative specification of the trade cost matrix. One feature of phone calls or emails
is that the physical distance between sender and receiver is almost always irrelevant for
the cost of communication. However, there is a fixed cost of moving from in-person
communication to communication mediated by an electronic device. I hence propose an
alternative parameterization of trade costs, where shipping business services to any other
commuting zone incurs the same fixed cost. I then estimate this fixed cost over time and
find it, too, is declining. Second, I use an alternative calibration of the change of business
service trade frictions. I calibrate the 1980 trade flows for business services as described
above. However, I infer the 2010 distance elasticity by postulating that the total trade
volume is either 50 percent of all business service output in 2010. This trade volume
implies a decline in the distance elasticity relative to 1980. In Appendix F, I discuss more
details on these robustness exercises and replicate all main results for these alternative
specifications.
The output of this section is a set of calibrated distance elasticities {ds }, a set of bilateral
s }, and vectors of regional output and demand { Es , Rs } for every
trade share matrices {prr
0
r
r
decade between 1980 and 2010.

4.4

Other Parameters

This section discusses the calibration of the remaining parameters.
Factor Shares and rk I obtain the Cobb-Douglas coefficients in the production function
and the utility function directly from the input-output table of the respective year as listed
in Table 2. I conduct all counterfactuals relative to the 1980 cross-section, holding factor
shares and utility function parameters fixed at their 1980 values.
Calibrating the factors shares for the rest of the world is more involved since I do not
observe ROW input-output coefficients in the U.S. input-output table. I infer these coefficients to be consistent with ROW sectoral sales, expenditures, and the U.S. trade deficit. I
provide details in Appendix D.5.
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Table 2: Technical Coefficients over Time
Sector (s)

gs

g

gsb

gsls

g

a

Goods (g)
Business Services (b)
Local Services (ls)

.82
.22
.64

.12
.57
.15

.06
.21
.21

.42
.68
.71

.52
.06
.42

Notes: The table shows factor shares for three aggregate sectors obtained from the input-output Use tables in producer prices published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The shares computed as the fractions of sectoral payments directed towards the various
purposes.

I show in Appendix D.4 that individual log income within each skill group, location and
sector is Gumbel distributed. A convenient implication is that the variance of log income
within a region-sector-occupation-type bin is only a function of rk . Drawing on this insight I calibrated rk to match the average variance of log income within these bins in
the data. The results from this procedure are listed in Table 3. The estimates imply that
more educated workers are more similar in their human capital holdings than the least
educated group.40
Table 3: Estimates of rk
Skill Type (k)
1
rk
1.14

2
1.46

3
1.41

4
1.47

5
1.47

Notes: The table presents estimates of the elasticity of labor supply to wages per efficiency unit in a given region, sector, and occupation
for the K = 5 different education types considered in the baseline calibration of the model. The parameters are estimated in the microdata of the 5% sample of the U.S. Decennial Census (1980-2000) and the American Community Survey (2010).

Regional Fundamentals I refer to parameters indexed by region r as “regional fundamentals”. The regional fundamentals in the quantitative framework are: { Trsok , Ars , Grk , ars , brs }.
40 r

is an important parameter since it regulates the type specific response to changes in efficiency wages.
Given the formula for labor supply of type k to sector s it is easy to see the role of rk
k

so
frk
=

so
d log frk
Trsok (wrs )rk
)
= r k (1
0
d log wrso
Âs0 Trsok (wrs )rk

so
frk
)>0

so is a summary statistic for the mean productivity of individuals of type k in sector s. Intuitively, if
frk
so is large fraction of k types will already have sorted into s reducing the scope for more to follow if wso
frk
r
increases. A higher rk implies that the labor supply response is larger, since individuals are more similar in
terms of productivity meaning a larger mass of agents are indifferent between sector-occupation pairs and
will move given small movements in the skill price.
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Conveniently, I do not need to calibrate these regional fundamentals explicitly to conduct
counterfactual exercises. In Appendix C.4, I show how to rewrite the equilibrium system
in changes as in Dekle et al. (2007) or Costinot and Rodríguez-Clare (2014). The “inchanges” technique allows me to replace all expressions involving regional fundamentals
with regional data moments informative about them. I provide more details when describing the model exercises and in Appendix C.4.
Parameters from the Literature Goos et al. (2014) estimate the elasticity of substitution
between different occupations to be i = 0.9. The estimate implies that occupations are
complements in the production. I use their estimate in my baseline exercise. In Appendix
F, I offer a robustness check and instead follow Burstein et al. (2017) in setting i = 1.93,
which makes occupations substitutes. The alternative value for i does not affect results
substantially.
Gervais and Jensen (2013) estimate the elasticity of substitution between regional varieties from an Armington model with trade across metropolitan areas. This implies
sg = 5.5, sb = 5 and sls = 6. The number for traded goods is also in line with estimates
from Caliendo and Parro (2015) using international trade between the United States and
other countries. Appendix F considers a set of robustness exercises involving different
value of ss , results do not change appreciably.

{ is the elasticity of local labor supply to local real wages. I assume this elasticity to be
identical across skill groups and set it to { = 1.5, which is roughly in the middle of the
range of values used in the literature on geographic mobility as reviewed in Fajgelbaum
et al. (2018).

4.5

Summary of Calibration

Table 4 provides an overview of the baseline calibration of the model.
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Table 4: Overview of Parameterization of Model
Value

Description

Strategy

Source

ds

(-1.5)-(-2.1)

Distance Elasticity for Service Sectors

Estimated

IO Tables, Local Data,
Armington Structure

rk

1.14-1.47

Labor Supply Elasticity

Estimated

Within Group Variance of Earnings

as

0.52, 0.6, 0.42

Cobb-Douglas Coefficients in Utility Function

Calibrated

IO Table

gs , gsk

...

Factor Shares in Production

Calibrated

IO Tables

i

0.9

Elasitcity of Substitution between
Occupations

Literature

Goos et al. (2014)

ss

5.5,5,6

Elasitcity of Substitution between
Regional Varieties

Literature

Gervais and Jensen
(2013)

{

1.5

Spatial Labor Supply Elasticity

Literature

Fajgelbaum
(2018)

dg

-1.23

Distance Elasticity of Goods Trade
Costs

Literature

Monte et al. (2018)

et

al

Notes: The table summarizes the parameterization of the model used for all baseline counterfactual exercises shown in the body of
the paper.

5

Quantitative Framework: Counterfactual Exercises

In this section, I use the theoretical framework introduced above to isolate the effect of a
decrease in communication costs on the U.S. economy in 1980. In particular, I calibrate
the model to the 1980 data and change a single parameter: I move the distance elasticity of
b
business services trade frictions from its 1980 to its (lower) 2010 value, i.e., I set db = d2010
.

5.1

The Quantitative Model in Changes

I solve for the counterfactual equilibrium in changes (see Costinot and Rodríguez-Clare
(2014) and Dekle et al. (2007) for a discussion). For a given variable or parameter x, x̂ deb
notes x 0 /x where x 0 is the value of the variable or parameter in the db = d̂2010
equilibrium,
b
b
while x is its value in the d = d̂1980 equilibrium. Rewriting the model in changes is useful
since it implies that instead of calibrating regional fundamentals ({ Trsok , Ars , Grk , ars , brs }),
I can instead use data moments informative about these objects in 1980 to compute the
counterfactual equilibrium.
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As an example consider equation 11 from above expressed both in levels and changes:
prs0 r =

( prs )1 ss (krs0 r )1 ss
Âr00 ( prs00 )1 ss (krs00 r0 )1

ss

) p̂rs0 r =

p̂1rs

ss

(k̂rs0 r )1

1 s
Âr00 p̂r00 s s (k̂rs00 r0 )1

ss
ss p s
r 00 r 0

(27)

All endogenous variables in Equation 27 are now expressed in changes, p̂rs0 r and ( p̂rs )1
and I solve for them instead of their counterparts in levels. For s = b I insert
db

k̂rb0 r = dr02010
r

b
d1980

ss ,

,

while for all other sectors, I keep trade costs at their 1980 level, i.e., k̂rs0 r = 1. Finally, the
prs00 r0 in the denominator is a data object. It is the fraction of sector s expenditure in region
r 0 spent on the region r 00 in 1980, a result of above imputation procedure. Equation 27
is a good example of the different objects that appear in the equilibrium system written
in changes: region specific parameters that change (e.g., k̂rb0 r 6= 1), others that do not
g
(e.g., k̂r0 r = 1), endogenous variables in changes (e.g., ( p̂rs )1 ss ), and data objects in 1980
that include information about regional fundamentals (e.g., prs00 r0 ). I show the full model
rewritten in changes in Appendix C.4.

5.2

The Distributional Impact of Communication Cost Changes

In this section, I explore whether the Growing Apart channel highlighted by the simple
model is quantitatively important in explaining Figure 1. I first discuss the degree to
which the mechanism can explain the slope of the line and then discuss the nationwide
effect on the skill premium in the next subsection.
Figure 3 replicates Figure 1 from the introduction, with the average nationwide skill premium growth subtracted out. The blue line depicts the data, while the orange line shows
the model generated college wage premium growth. I compute the college wage premium identically in both model and data. Both lines are based on the same cross-section
of 1980 wages and employment counts, but the orange line then draws on the wage rate
and employment counts predicted by the model for 2010, while the blue lines relies on
the 2010 cross-section in the data. Each dot or diamond denotes the average college wage
premium growth within a decile of national employment.
The measured the decline in communication costs, indeed induces systematic regional
growth in the college wage premium that is in line with that observed in the data. The
growing apart mechanism is active and can explain a significant part of the systematic
relationship between initial specialization in business services and the subsequent growth
in the local college premium.
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The reason the model predicts similar growth for the first four deciles of employment
in commuting zones with the lowest business service payroll shares in 1980 is that these
commuting zones do not differ much in the size of their local business services sector in
1980. As a result the model infers similar comparative advantages for these commuting
zones vis-a-vis the rest of the economy and predicts a similar impact of declining communication costs on local labor demand.
The grey lines denote 95% confidence intervals around the means taken within deciles
of national employment across commuting zones ordered by their 1980 business services
payroll share. The fact that this interval is much tighter for means to the left relative to
the right of the graph reflects that commuting zones with small business services payrolls
in 1980 also are less populous on average, so that there are more of them in a decile of
national employment. The intervals are tighter in the model than in the data, reflecting
that the models’ mechanism interacts directly with the local business services share in
1980, while there may be additional forces at work in the data.
Figure 3: The Growing Apart Effect, 1980-2010

College Wage Premium Growth (% Annual Rate)

.6

Data
Model

.4

.2

0

-.2

-.4
10th Pctile
1980 Payroll Share: 7%

50th Pctile

90th Pctile
1980 Payroll Share: 23%

Employment Percentiles
(ordered by 1980 Commuting Zone Business Services Payroll Share)

Note: The blue line replicates the Figure from the introduction (see Figure Figure 1) except with the nationwide average growth of the
college wage premium subtracted out. Grey lines show 95% confidence intervals. The orange line is compute analogously using the
1980 data and the wages and employment counts implied by the model for 2010.

In Appendix F, I show that this finding is robust to using different elasticities of substitution between regional varieties (ss ) and between occupations (i). I also, show that a
specification for communication costs that does not depend on distance but instead a sim36

ple fixed costs of shipping services beyond the home region that is calibrated to the same
data on regional net balances, generates a very similar graph. Lastly, I show that a larger
decline in business service trade costs would bring the model generated data yet more in
line with the actual data.41 In Appendix A.6, I additionally decompose the response of
the economy to the change in communication costs into different margins of adjustment.
I switch off spatial reallocation altogether and also show results where spatial reallocation
occurs but prices for structures and capital do not adjust.
To understand the driving forces behind this result I draw on additional predictions about
sector- and occupation-specific wage growth.
Figure 4: Business Services versus Goods Sector Wage Growth, 1980-2010

Relative Sectoral Wage Growth (% Annual Rate)
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Note: The blue line replicates the Figure from the introduction (see Figure Figure 1) with two differences. First, I aggregate wages
to the sector level and compute relative wage growth within the business services relative to the goods sector. Second, subtract out
the nationwide average growth of the wage ratio. Grey lines show 95% confidence intervals. The orange line is compute analogously
using 1980 data and model implied wages and employment counts for 2010.

Sectors Figure 4 shows Figure 3 with the y-axis depicting the wage growth differential
between the business services sector and the goods sector instead of growth in the college
wage premium. In line with the anticipated regional specialization, business services
sector wages rise faster than goods sector wages in regions that initially specialized in
41 In

the Appendix, I assume that in 2010 50% of total business services sales in the United States are
b
traded across commuting zones. This assumption implies a value of d2010
that is substantially lower than
the one estimated above.
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business services production. The growth differential is smaller across sectors than it is
across education groups, reflecting that in model and data workers of all education types
are found in all sectors. However, as Table 10 in the Appendix shows the college share
in the business services sector is around 2.5 times that of the goods sector. Sectoral wage
changes as shown in Figure 4 hence translate into relatively higher wage gains for college
educated workers in business service specialized regions, and relatively higher gains for
less educated workers in goods producing regions.
Occupations A more subtle implication of the decrease in communication costs is its
impact on occupational returns. Figure 5a shows how workers of different skill sort across
the four occupation groups in 1980. Instead, Figure 5b depicts occupational employment
shares across the three sectors present in the calibrated model.
Figure 5: Occupational Employment Across Skill Groups and Sectors
(a) Occ. Empl. Shares by Skill Group, 1980
.8

(b) Occ. Empl. Shares by Sector, 1980
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Note: All Data from 5% Publics Use Samples of U.S. Decennial Census Files for 1980 (obtained via IPUMS, see King et al. (2010)). I
compute total hourly labor supply within each education group and within each sector, I then compute the fraction of this labor that
is supplied to one of four occupation categories: AT: Abstract-Tradable, ANT: Abstract-Non-Tradable, NAT: Non-Abstract-Tradable,
NANT: Non-Abstract-Non-Tradable Occupations.

Changes in communication costs enable regional sectoral specialization which changes
sectoral wages across regions as shown in Figure 4. Occupations link changes in sectoral
returns to changes in the return to skill via the intensity of the different occupational inputs used by sectors and the sorting of workers into occupations in line with their abilities.
Recall that in Section 4.2 above, I grouped the 320 occupations in the U.S. census files into
four occupational groups based on their attachment to a particular location (“tradability”)
and their cognitive requirements (“abstractness”).
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The left panel of Figure 6 shows the relative wage growth of the two occupational groups
that are above the median in terms of their abstractness, but one is above the median, the
other below in terms of tradability. Managers, architects, and lawyers are examples of
occupations in the first group, while dentists, psychologist, and secondary school teachers are professions in the abstract-non-tradable bin. The model replicates the data well.
The decline in communication costs entails substantial wage growth for tradable-abstract
relative to non-tradable abstract occupations. Figure 5, explains the model’s success in
predicting occupation group specific wage growth profiles across commuting zones. The
business services sector relies heavily on abstract-tradable workers. The reason these
workers benefit from a decline in communication cost is precisely that their “output”,
e.g. strategic direction, is not tied to a particular location the way a teacher is tied to
the class present in his classroom. Instead, strategic advice by managers in Denver can
decisively affect production processes in locations throughout the United States. A decline in communication costs then has an effect on these occupations that is reminiscent
of the “Superstar Effect” discussed by Rosen (1981): it allows workers specialized in these
occupations to extend the spatial reach of their output vastly.
Figure 6: Communication Costs and Relative Occupational Wage Growth
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(b) NAT vs NANT Occupations
Relative Occupational Wage Growth (% Annual Rate)
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Note: AT: Abstract-Tradable, ANT: Abstract-Non-Tradable, NAT: Non-Abstract-Tradable, NANT: Non-Abstract-Non-Tradable Occupations. These two Figures show relative annualized hourly wage premium growth for two different occupation at a time across
commuting zones between 1980 and 2010 in the data (blue line) and the model (orange). The data is constructed from the 5% sample
of the U.S. Decennial Census (1980-2000) and American Community Survey (2010). Wages are computes as unconditional average
hourly labor income for workers with at least some college education and workers with only high school education or less. To compute the lines in the Figure, I compute the average growth rate of the wage ratio (occupation 1 to occupation 2) within deciles of
employment across commuting zones ordered by their business services payroll share in 1980. The Figure shows 95% Confidence
Bands on these within-decile averages.

The right panel of Figure 6 shows the wage growth difference between non-abstract trad39

able and non-abstract-non-tradable professions. The growth difference for these two occupations is much less pronounced than those for the abstract occupations. As Figure
5b shows the sorting of these two occupational groups across sectors is much less striking than it was for the abstract occupational groups. The reason is that the task intensity
measured use to construct these groupings in Section 4.2 do not do well in distinguishing tradable and non-tradable non-abstract occupations well. Barkeepers, for example,
are classified as tradable when in reality their services are very much tied to a particular gastronomical venue limiting the spatial reach of their activity. With a more precise
occupational grouping, I would have expected non-abstract tradable occupations to see
faster labor demand growth vis-a-vis non-abstract, non-tradable occupations in regions
not specialized in business services production.

5.3

Communication Costs and the Aggregate College Wage Premium

In this section, I consider the aggregate implications of the decline in communication
costs. The first column of table 5 groups workers with some college, college and more
than college education together and compares their relative wage growth to that of the
two remaining education groups. In the data, the unconditional college wage premium
increased by about 27% between 1980 and 2010. The full model can explain more than 30
percent of this increase. The inclusion of structures and capital is important in generating
this result. As Table 5 reveals, without structures (and capital) the model explains about
17 percent of the increase in the data.
Table 5: Changes in the Aggregate College Wage and Welfare Premium

Data
Model without Spatial Reallocation
Model without Structures
Full Model

D% Wage Premium
27.6%
5.7%
4.3%
10.0%

Note: The model implies commuting zone level changes in the average wage for each type of worker. For each commuting zone, I use
the hourly labor supply from the original (1980) equilibrium by skill group to compute the average wage growth across all commuting
zones of workers with at least some college and high-school or less. The table present the log ratio of these growth rates.

To understand this recall that Figure 3 above showed that the college wage premium rises
most markedly in the top two deciles of employment. The large local expansion not only
increases the demand of the business services sector but also generates substantial demand spillovers so that demand for structures of the local goods and local services sector
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also increases. Since structures are in limited supply, this raises local prices considerably.
Furthermore, since business services are skill-intensive, the ratio of college to high-school
educated workers rises substantially in these commuting zones. In spatial equilibrium,
the nominal wage increase necessary to attract high-skill workers into these commuting
zones to work in the business services sector, increase the aggregate nominal college wage
premium in the aggregate substantially. Restricted housing supply is hence a potent amplifying force for the effect of communication cost declines on the measured aggregate
college wage premium.

5.4

Growing Apart in Real Wages

In this section, I turn to the predictions of the model for real wage growth of workers
of different education levels across commuting zones. In the data, real wages are hard to
measure. Accordingly, I view the following results a more speculative. Figure 7 shows average welfare growth for workers of all education groups in the model across commuting
zones with different initial business services payroll shares. The Figure is constructed by
computing the average real wage growth in each commuting zone of workers of different
education types between 1980 and 2010. I then weight these growth rates using the 1980
education group specific employment counts for each commuting zones to construct averages within deciles of employment, ordered by the 1980 business services payroll share
of the respective commuting zone. Each dot in the Figure signifies the average real wage
growth within a decile. The unequal spacing of the points reflects that deciles differ to
varying degrees in the average business services payroll share of the commuting zones
that go into their construction.
As can be seen, the most educated workers (college and college plus) experience the
fastest real wage growth in regions specialized in business services. These regions are
also, on average, populous regions. Likewise, the communication cost shock introduces
real wage growth for low skill workers in regions that specialized in goods production in
1980. Since utility maximizing agents choose their location to maximize their real wage,
Figure 7 suggests that communication cost declines “pull” high- and low-skill workers
in different “directions” in space: while high-skill workers see more substantial welfare
gains in, on average, large commuting zones, low-skill workers are increasingly better off
in small places.42
42 Note

that through the lens of a model with a homothetic utility function, Figure 1 in the introduction
already is informative about differential welfare growth for high- and low skill workers within a commuting
zone, since the price index in the denominator cancels out when taking the wage ratio.
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Figure 7: Real Wage Changes Across U.S. Commuting Zones, 1980-2010
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Note: The model implies commuting zone level changes in the real wage (welfare) for each type of worker. For each commuting
zone, I use the hourly labor supply from the original (1980) equilibrium by skill group to compute the average real wage growth
across within each commuting zones of workers by education group. I then order all commuting zones by their 1980 business services
payroll share and compute average welfare increases by education group for each decile of national employment. Each symbol in the
Figure represents such an average. Real Wage Growth rates are computed for the time period between 1980 to 2010.

Interestingly, workers with post-graduate degrees (see Figure 5above) see substantially
faster wage growth than college-educated workers in locations not very specialized in
business services in 1980. The reason is that the local services sector includes high-skill
services, which employs many workers with post-graduate degrees, in particular doctors.
This compositional reason explains why the wages of these workers grow faster than college worker wages in regions with a low business services payroll shares in 1980, which,
on average, are also small regions: in these commuting zones increased goods-production
generates demand spillovers into the local sectors.
An interesting feature of Figure 7 is that it shows the plight of mid-sized labor markets
without a clear competitive advantage: in these regions, all workers experience hardly
any real wage growth. These regions are not specialized enough in business services
to compete with the large, very specialized local labor markets. At the same time, the
local goods sectors benefit less from cheaper business services imports since they have a
non-negligible local presence of business service providers. These changes in real wages
suggestion incentives for spatial sorting, whereby more high-skill types sort into larger
metropolitan areas and less skilled types into smaller regions.
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Table 6: Changes in the Aggregate College Welfare

No Spatial Reallocation
No Land
Full

D% Welfare Premium
43.1%
46.2%
82.7%

Note: The model implies commuting zone level changes in the real wage (welfare) for each type of worker. I use the hourly labor
supply from the original (1980) equilibrium by skill group to compute the average real wage growth across all commuting zones of
workers with at least some college and high-school or less. The table present the log ratio of these growth rates.

Overall, high skill workers experience faster real wage growth than low skill workers
across all regions making them the chief benefactors of the communication cost decline.
Not surprisingly Table 6 then reveals that the college welfare premium has increased substantially faster than the college wage premium alone would suggest. Part of the reason
why real wages for high- relative to low-skill workers increase faster than their nominal
equivalents is that the share of business services in the final consumption bundle is almost
insignificant (see Table 2). As Figure 10 in the Appendix shows, the increase in local prices
of business services in business service intensive regions does not lead to a substantial increase in the local consumer price index (CPI). At the same time, the local goods sector
becomes less competitive, hence exports less, putting further downward pressure on local
goods sector prices. Furthermore, imported goods become cheaper since goods producers in other regions have cheaper access to business services. The fate of goods-producing
regions is different: there, all else equal, goods prices rise due to increased exports, even
though they decrease overall through access to much cheaper business services (see Figure 10). These effects combine to explain the more substantial increase of college welfare
premium as compared to the college wage premium.

6

Conclusion

The rise in income inequality since the 1980s has had a marked impact on the political,
social, and economic cohesion of the United States. Geography plays an essential role
in these developments. Increasingly, high-skill, well-educated workers concentrate in a
handful of large labor markets plugged into the global marketplace. At the same time,
many parts of the United States seem increasingly decoupled from the fast-moving, skillhungry global economy.
Why is it no longer the case that high- and low-skill workers experience equally shared
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wage and welfare gains in the same locations? In this study, I applied an understanding
of one of the critical features of recent technological progress to suggest an answer to
this question. I argue that the recent technological advances have fundamentally altered
the spatial linkages that connect U.S. local labor markets. These changes have enabled
a spatial fragmentation of high- and low-skill activities that is unprecedented in human
history. Today lawyers in New York, in a single day, can advise clients throughout the
country in video calls as if they were locally present. At the same time, firms can use the
internet to find and interact with the foremost experts to whatever problem they confront
without ever meeting face-to-face.
In the present paper, I argued that a distinctive feature of this development is that it
generates labor demand for low- and high-skill workers in different localities. As a result,
the skill premium rises in some labor markets and declines in others, with the aggregate
effect determined by the ease with which workers relocate across occupations, sectors,
and regions. I presented a method to quantify how much easier it has become to trade
services across space since the 1980s by drawing on data on regional trade imbalances
and a structural model of interregional trade. The estimated change is substantial and
explains a large part of the unequal growth of the skill premium across U.S. commuting
zones between 1980 and 2010. It also generates a substantial increase in the aggregate
college wage gap and an even more substantial increase in the college welfare premium.
These results suggest that the ongoing spatial re-organization of the production structure
of the United States plays an important role in understanding the rise in inequality.
Throughout this study, the absence of data on service trade flows presented a key challenge. While my imputation technique allows me to deliver some first insights on the
effect of changes in service trade frictions on the U.S. economy, it is vital that our measurement of the service economy improves. A final report by the MIT working group
on service offshoring (see Sturgeon (2006)) highlighted the asymmetry in current data
collection efforts: while services account for more than 85% of U.S. private sector GDP,
there exists very little information on the services that are bought and sold by companies.
The Census collects data on 6,000 physical products used as inputs by U.S. firms, but
only classifies fewer than 100 separate service inputs. In future work, I plan on drawing
on micro-datasets from other countries to answer the many remaining questions on how
increasing domestic service trade affects contemporary developed economies.
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A
A.1

Additional Figures and Regressions
Modes of Service Trade

The members of the World Trade Organization (WTO) signed a General Agreement on
Trade and Services (GATS) as part of its Uruguay round of negotiations. As part of this
agreement, WTO members agreed on a now widely accepted definition of what constitutes trade in services. Table 7 lists the four modes os service trade defined in the GATS.
Table 7: Modes of Service Trade as defined by the WTO
Mode

Criteria

Cross-border supply

Service delivered within the territory of the Member,
from the territory of another Member
Consumption abroad
Service delivered outside the territory of the Member,
in the territory of another Member, to a service consumer of the Member
Commercial presence
Service delivered within the territory of the Member,
through the commercial presence of the supplier
Presence of a natural person Service delivered within the territory of the Member,
with supplier present as a natural person
Note: The Table shows the four modes of service trade as defined in the General Agreement on Service Trade (GATS) by the World
Trade Organization that entered into force in 1995 as a result of the Uruguay round of negotiations.

A.2

Concentration Measures of Sectoral Production

Table 8 shows two measures of concentration of sectoral production. For 741 local labor
markets in the United States (see Tolbert and Sizer (1996)) I subdivide the local economies
into three sectors and construct the share of each in the total local payroll. The sectors
are goods-producing sectors, business services sectors, and local services (see E.1.1 for
more detail on the grouping). Then I compute the payroll shares at three percentile of
the distribution of payroll shares across regions: 10th, 50th, and 90th percentile. Table
8 present rations of the sectoral payroll share at the 90th relative to the 10th percentile
and relative to the median of the distribution across commuting zones. As can be seen
business services employment became substantially more concentrated.
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Table 8: Concentration Measures of Sectoral Production
p90/p10

p90/p50

Goods

Business

Local

Goods

Business

Local

Year

Sectors

Services

Services

Sectors

Services

Services

1980

1.41
1.45
1.46
1.51

1.90
1.94
2.20
2.27

1.45
1.40
1.38
1.31

1.17
1.17
1.17
1.18

1.50
1.51
1.64
1.67

1.19
1.19
1.19
1.16

1990
2000
2010

Note: All Data from 5% Publics Use Samples of U.S. Decennial Census Files from 1980 to 2000, and from the American Community
Survey for 2010 (obtained via IPUMS, see King et al. (2010)). Using the PUMA identifiers in the data I construct the 741 commuting
zones from Tolbert and Sizer (1996). Then I compute the share of total local hours worked in a commuting zone in a given year that
are worked in one of three aggregate sectors: goods, business services, and local services. I then consider the distribution of these
employment shares across region for each year and sector separately and compute the employment share of the commuting zone at
the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentile. Using these statistics, I compute the p90/p50 and p90/p10 ratios as shown.

A.3

Uses of Business Services in the Economy

Table 9 shows a collapsed version of the Input-Output tables from the Bureau of Economic
Activity for the year 1980.
Table 9: The Use of Business Services in the Economy, 1980

Percentage of Output used as
Intermediate Inputs

Sector
Goods Sectors
Business Services
Local Services

Goods

Business

Local

Sectors

Services

Services

48
39
9

1
18
3

8
11
6

Final Use

Total

43
32
82

100
100
100

Note: The table is based on data from the input-output Use tables in producer prices for 1980 published by the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.
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A.4

The College Share in the Business Services and Goods Sectors

Table 10 shows the college share of employment (measured in hours) for the business
services and goods-producing sector as defined in Appendix E.1. The table is based on
data from the 5% Public Use Decennial Census Files from 1950-2000 and the 5% Public
Use Sample from the American Community Survey (see King et al. (2010)).
Table 10: College Share of Employment in Goods and Business Service Sector
1980

1990

2000

2010

.12
.32

.16
.41

.19
.49

.22
.56

Goods
Business Services

Note: All Data from 5% Publics Use Samples of U.S. Decennial Census Files from 1980 to 2000, and from the American Community
Survey for 2010 (obtained via IPUMS, see King et al. (2010)). I compute total annual hours worked in each sector for all workers with
at least some college and the total hours supplied to a given sector. The Table shows the share of hours supplied to a given sector in a
given year that is attributed to college educated workers.

A.5

Aggregate Sector Trade Balances in the United States
Figure 8: Gross Flows to Net Flows in U.S. Imports and Exports

Ratio of Trade Volume to Absolute Value of Trade Balance
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Note: The first Figure shows the ratio of total sector trade volume (the combined absolute values of exports and imports) to the
absolute value of the net sectoral trade balance. The second Figure shows the total volume of sectoral exports, imports, and the
trade balance for various years. All underlying data stems from the input-output tables of the Bureau of Economic Analysis for the
respective year.
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A.6

Decomposition of Growing Apart Effect Into Margins of Adjustment

Figure 9 shows the impact of different model margins of adjustment in generating the
differential growth in the skill premium. The blue line shows results for a version of the
model in which workers cannot migrate across regions. The red line shows results for
the specification of the model in which workers can relocate across space, but without
structures as an input in production - so that the presence of regional varieties is the
only force of congestion. Lastly, the green line shows the performance of the full model in
which workers reallocate across regions, sectors, and occupations and both structures and
capital are inputs into production. As can be seen the possibility of spatial reallocation
alone dampens the effect. This is intuitive: high skill workers with a strong comparative
advantage in business services move into business service specialized regions and hence
high skill wage growth there is reigned in. Likewise, low-skill workers relocate to goodsproducing regions. Adding structures, i.e., a congestion force, into the model amplifies
the effect. As high-skill workers crowd into business services specialized regions to work
in business services, local goods prices increase faster, as the local factor - structures - gets
more expensive. In spatial equilibrium, this entails higher nominal wages for high-skill
workers in business service exporting regions as a compensating differential fort the high
cost of living. Adding a form of agglomeration forces, whereby local business services
productivity depends on the fraction of high-skill workers, is likely to further amplify the
effect.
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Figure 9: Decomposing the Margins of Adjustment
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Note: This Figure shows annualized college wage premium growth across commuting zones between 1980 and 2010 in the data
(orange line) and the various specifications of the model (other colors). The data is constructed from the 5% sample of the U.S.
Decennial Census (1980-2000) and American Community Survey (2010). Wages are computes as unconditional average hourly labor
income for workers with at least some college education and workers with only high school education or less. To compute the lines
in the Figure, I compute the average growth rate of the wage ratio (college to high-school) within deciles of employment across
commuting zones ordered by their business services payroll share in 1980. The Figure shows 95% Confidence Bands on these withindecile averages. In this Figure, the model implied college premium growth is shown for the following three specifications of the
model: (1) the model without spatial relocation of workers, structures, and capital (blue); (2) the model with spatial relocation but
without structures, and capital; (3) the full model with spatial relocation and structures and capital in value added.

A.7

Sectoral Price Indices Across Regions

Figure 10 shows changes sectoral price index changes induces by the communication cost
decline.
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Figure 10: Sectoral Price Indices Changes Across Commuting Zones, 1980-2010
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Notes: This Figure shows model implied changes in sectoral CES price indices between 1980 and 2010 across commuting zones in the
United States. Growth Rates are over 30 years. It also shows changes in the resulting consumer price index, which are computed as
the following function of sectoral price index changes, P̂rs :
P̂CPI,r =

’ P̂rsas
s

where as is the share of sector s in final consumption. x̂ = x 0 /x where x 0 is the value of the variable in the “counterfactual” equilibrium
and x the value of the variable in the “initial” equilibrium.

B

Derivations of the Simple Model

In this section, I derive show how to derive the expressions for equilibrium objects shown
in Section 3.
Autarky Equilibrium Consider the equilibrium as stated in the main part of the paper.
An equilibrium in the simple model consists of a vector of region-sector specific wages
{wrs } and a vector of trade shares {p s } that solve the following four market clearing equations and two non-arbitrage equations.
Business services market clearing in each region:
w1b L1h =

1

g
g
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b
p22
)
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g
g
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w2 L2l
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Goods market clearing in each region:
h
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g
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No-arbitrage equations for sectoral prices:
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and:
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p11 ) = 0

Since trade in goods is costless, it is convenient to choose the nationwide price of the good
as numeraire,
g
g
p1 = p2 = p g = 1.
g

b = 1, and the system
Autarky Equilibrium In autarky, homes shares are one, p11 = p22
reduces to the following four equations:

Business services market clearing in each region:
w1b L1h =
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Along with the normalization of the goods price,
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p1 = p2 = p g = 1.
From the normalization of the goods price I obtain the following:
g
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Plugging this into the respective service market clearing equations produces:
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But then taking ratios yields the result in the body of the paper:
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1 g
)µ
g = (
g
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1

.

Also relative wages across region in autarky are given by:
w1s
= A11b g .
s
w2
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The Cutoff Condition Service trade occurs when goods-producing firms in the hinterland find it profitable to purchase service from the city at autarky wage levels. This occurs
if and only if:
p1b k  p2b
At autarky prices this inequality has to hold with equality at the cutoff value for service
trade costs, k̄:
1 g
µ g A1b ( 1 g g )g
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1 g g
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Solving this equation for k̄ yields k̄ = A1b .
g

b 6 = 1.
Service Trade Equilibrium For all k < k̄, trade shares are no longer one, p11 , p22
The equilibrium system can then be written:
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No-arbitrage equations for sectoral prices:
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Since trade in goods is costless, it is convenient to choose the nationwide price of the good
as numeraire,
p1g = p2g = p g = 1.
From the normalization of the goods price I obtain again:
w1g = (w1b )

g 1
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Substituting out p b from the two business services market clearing equations yields another equation just in wages:
w1b L1h + w2b L1h =

1
g
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Equations 30 and 31 together with the non-arbitrage equation for business services prices,
w1b
Ab k

= w2b , are four equations in four unknowns that can be solved for the region-sector
wage vector:
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Regional skill premia in the free trade equilibrium are given by:
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I can use the business service market clearing equation in the hinterland to solve for the
domestic trade share p b :
b
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In a similar fashion, I can find an expression for the city’s domestic trade share in goods:
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The expressions for wages in the hinterland in equations 32 can be re-written using this
expression for p b :
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From business services market clearing in the city I can express wages in the city as a
function of p b and k alone:
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Using the expression in equations 32 for the goods wage in the city:
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Consider again the no-arbitrage equations in the service trade equilibrium. Rearranging
the one for business services yields:
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Rearranging the one in the goods sector yields:
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Derivations of the Quantitative Model

This section contains all derivations for the quantitative model omitted in the main part
of the paper. It also presents an extension to include land prices and capital in the computations and other materials pertaining to the quantitative model.

C.1

Notation Rules

Throughout the paper, I follow a simple set of rules on how to index exogenous parameters, regional fundamentals, and endogenous variables.
• All Location-specific parameters are indexed with subscripts in the order r, s, o, k,
but not separated by a comma.
• If several different regions appear in one equation they are differentiated as follows:
r, r 0 , r 00 . Similarly for s, o, k.
• Trade shares and trade costs are an exception with two subscripts in that order denoting origin and destination region (rr 0 ) and a superscript denoting the sector.
• Endogenous variables are indexed with regions and skill groups in subscript (the
two “immutable” indices in the baseline model), and sectors and occupation variables in superscript (the two “choice” indices).
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g 1
g

• Fundamental parameters not indexed by region are always indexed by subscripts,
0
and by an additional superscript if there are two indices, e.g. gss .
• Where attributes of individual workers appear they are indexed by superscript i.

C.2

Aggregation Results

In the baseline model individuals draw sector-occupation specific productivities from the
following Fréchet distribution:
F (e) = exp( Trsok e
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I compute the probability density of income, conditional on choosing a particular s
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This is a again a Fréchet Distribution. But then the average wage of a type k worker in
commuting zone r is given by the mean of this distribution:
1
1
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s o
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where G(.) denotes the Gamma function.
Next I derive the expected effective labor supply by a type k worker conditional on choosing a sector occupation pair:
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But then average income of a type k worker in sector s, occupation o is:
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This is again a Fréchet distribution. so the mean human capital supplied by a worker
condition on choosing the sector-occupation combination s o is:
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I can then also derive the occupational market clearing condition from the main part of
the paper:
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Lastly, I derive the labor supply expressions. The expected indirect utility of individual i
in skill group k if she moved to location r is given by:
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which completes the derivations of the results involving the Fréchet distribution in Section 3.3.

C.3

A Useful Eigensystem

I introduce a feature of the model that is convenient in computing its equilibria numerically. Using the goods market clearing equation 15, I can rewrite equation 14 as follows:

0
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0 gs0 + Â ( Â Er 0 prr 0 )(1
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gs0 )gss0 ]

gs0 )gss0
(33)

Equation 33 is an eigensystem. The eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, is
equal to a scaled version of the vector { Ers }rs , denote {lErs }rs . A normalization of GDP to
1 then pins down l:
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I rely heavily on this result when solving the model numerically.

C.4

Baseline Model in Changes

The baseline model can be written as a set of equations expressed in differences. Here
0
x̂ = xx where x denotes the endogenous variable in the original equilibrium and x 0 its
value in the counterfactual equilibrium. This approach allows me to replace many parameters with objects taken directly from the data. I only allow the service sector trade
cost parameter to change. For all other parameters indexed by a region I set x̂ = 1, i.e.,
assume they remain unchanged. I now list the model equations re-written in changes
in the order that they are used in the algorithm to compute counterfactual. In this algorithm I started with a guess for the vector ŵrso and then compute all objects below in order
starting with 34 and finally updating the guess using equation 35.
1. Labor supply by type k to occupation o in sector s can be written:
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4. Industry commuting zone level price index:
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5. Local factory gate prices:
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7. Occupation market clearing:
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is the payroll share of type k in location r in occupation o. I
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this is the “useful” eigensystem introduced in the main text with Ê a scaled version
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The normalization of US GDP to 1000 pins down the scaling factor for the eigenvalue:
Â Â Rrs gs = 1000
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Substituting in the market clearing equation and writing the system in changes
yields:
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8. And a spatial equilibrium condition for each worker type k
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in the code I need to additionally make ensure that L̂ ROW,k = 1 always, since ROW
workers cannot move. Importantly enforcing the adding up constraint is also necessary:
L
Â Lrk = Lk ) Â L̂rk Â rkLrk = 1
r
r
r

C.5

The Model in Changes with Migration, Capital, and Structures

In the baseline model the value added share in production was gs and it was composed
entirely of labor. In this section, I decompose the value added bundle into three components: a share b s spent on labor, a share ds spent on structure and 1 b s ds spent
on capital. I need to adjust the data construction and amend the equilibrium system in
changes as follows.
I use capital and structures shares in value added from Hubmer (2018), who obtains them
directly from more disaggregated IO tables for the U.S.. The value I used are listed in
Table 11.
Table 11: Structures and Capital Shares in Value Added
Sector (s)

Year

ds

bs

Goods
Business Services
Local Services
Goods
Business Services
Local Services

1980
1980
1980
2010
2010
2010

0.12
0.19
0.39
0.14
0.24
0.31

0.69
0.63
0.55
0.50
0.57
0.65

Notes: The Table shows the shares of structures (ds ) and labor (b s ) in value sectoral value added for three aggregate sectors in every
decade from 1980 and 2010. The shares are drawn from Hubmer (2018) and based on the extended input-output tables of the Bureau
of Economic Analysis for the respective decade. The 1980 numbers are in fact from 1982 and the 2010 numbers from 2007, since the
extended input output files are only published every five years.

I abstract from structures in final use. Each commuting zone has a fixed endowment of
structures, Hr , units of which are rented out at rental rate rr .
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The land market clearing equation in region r is given by:

Â gs ds Rrs = Hr rr
s

I can express total sectoral sales in terms of the local payroll,
so
Âo Âk Lrk wrk frk
=
,
b s gs

Rrs

and plug the resulting expression into the land market clearing equation:
gs ds

Â bs gs Â Â Lrk wrk frkso = Hr rr
s

o

k

This equation can easily be rewritten in changes, in terms of endogenous objects in changes
and data already constructed:

Â
s

ds
bs

ÂÂ
o

k

so
L̂rk ŵrk f̂rk

so
Lrk wrk frk

Âs

ds
bs

so
Âo,k Lrk wrk frk

= r̂r

Capital markets are assumed to clear on the national level. There is a fixed national capital
stock K units of which are rented out at rate R.
The rest of the world region does not use capital nor structures in production. Capital
market clearing across U.S. regions is then given by:

Â Â gs ( 1

r 6= ROW s

b s ) Rrs = K ⇥ R

ds

where R is the rental rate of capital, which is endogenous. K is the exogenous stock of
capital. Expressing the same equation in terms of local payrolls (which are observable):

Â Â gs ( 1

r 6= ROW s

ds

so
Âo Âk Lrk wrk frk
bs )
=K⇥R
b s gs

Expressing this equation in changes:

Â Â

r 6= ROW s

(1

ds b s )
Â Â L̂rk ŵrk f̂rkso
bs
o k
Â

so
Lrk wrk frk

r 6= ROW Âs

(1 ds b s )
bs

so
Âo Âk Lrk wrk frk

= R̂

I assume that all land holdings and the entire capital stock is held in a national portfolio
in which every citizen holds a share proportional to his or her income. I then just need to
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solve for the factor z by which everyone’s income gets scaled up as a result of the capital
returns earned on this portfolio.
Total rental and capital income in the economy is:

Q=

Â Â gs ( 1
r

s

b s ) Rrs + Â Â gs ds Rrs =

ds

r

s

Â Â gs ( 1
r

s

bs )

ds

so
Âo Âk Lrk wrk frk
Â Â Lrk w
+ Â Â ds o k
b s gs
bs
r s

which can be expressed more concisely as:
Q=

Â Â Â Â [ gs ( 1
r

s

o

ds

b s ) + gs ds ]

k

so
Lrk wrk frk
gs b s

But then the factor of proportionality by which every citizen’s pre subsidy wage income
gets scaled up as a result of her shares in the national portfolio is given by:
z=

Q
Âk Âr wrk Lrk

Also I ca compute the changes in the value of the national portfolio,
Q̂ =

Â Â Â Â L̂rk ŵrk f̂rkso
r

s

o

k

[gs (1 ds b s ) + gs ds ] Rrs
,
Âr Âs [gs (1 ds b s ) + gs ds ] Rrs

and use it to construct changes in the factor of proportionality:
ẑ =

Q̂
w L

Âk Âr ŵrk L̂rk Âk Ârkr wrk
rk Lrk

.

The adjustment for the deficit is now slightly changed. In particular the subsidy now
adjusts across counterfactuals. Each consumer in the economy gets his income scaled up
(down) as an exogenous transfer to match the nationwide deficit:
w Â Â Lrk wrk (1 + z ) = D ) w =
r

k

D
Âr Âk Lrk wrk (1 + z )

Changes in the subsidy are then given by:
"

(1 + z 0 )
wrk Lrk
ŵ =
ŵrk L̂rk
Â
Â
(1 + z ) r k
Âk Âr wrk Lrk
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#

1

As before the tax collected from ROW citizens adjusts. The equation that pins down the
ROW tax share of income is:
w ROW Â gs RsROW = D ) w ROW =
s

D
Âk w ROWk L ROWk

.

Rewriting this equation in changes:
ŵ ROW =

1
w

L

ROWk
Âk ŵ ROWk Âk wROWk
ROWk L ROWk

The system written in changes is again very similar to the baseline with migration case
studied in Section ??. Here I just highlight equations that are added or changed as a result
of introducing capital and structures into the model.
With endogenous location choices for some or all types I rewrite the new system of equations in changes:
1. Local factory gate prices now include payments to all factors used in production:
p̂rs

=

g b
ŵrss s

⇥ r̂rgs ds

⇥ R̂

gs (1 b s ds )

⇥

0
s0 gss

’0 P̂r
s

!1

gs

2. The occupation market clearing equation itself has not changed, but the objects that
enter it:
ŵso
so o
Xrk
(37)
( rs )1 i R̂rs = Â ŵrk L̂rk f̂rk
ŵr
t
o =
where Xrk
also use:

so
wrk Lrk frk
so
w
L
Âk rk rk frk

is the payroll share of type k in location r in occupation o. I

R̂rs =

Â Êrs0 p̂rrs 0
r0

s
Ers0 prr
0
s
s =
E
p
Âr0 r0 rr
0

Â0 Êrs0 p̂rrs 0 xrrs 0
r

Êrs

where the expression for
has changed due to the endogenous subsidy and national asset portfolio return:
Êrs

= ÂÂ
s0

r0

0 s0
Ers0 prr
0

⇥

0

0

as gs0 ds0 (1 + w )(1 + z ) + (1

gs0 )gss0

⇤

0

0 s0 ⇥
Âs0 Âr0 Ers0 prr
0 a s gs0 ds0 (1 + w )(1 + z ) +

note how this equation cannot fully be expressed in changes and features the new
national asset portfolio share, z 0 , and the new subsidy, w 0 . Instead of GDP I now
normalize total labor value added to 1000:

Â Â Rrs gs ds = 1000

r 6= ROW s
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0

s
Ers0 prr
0

"

Â Â Â0

r 6= ROW s

r

s
lErs0 prr
0

#

where I defined

s
zrr
0 =

D
D.1

gs = 1 ) l =

"

Â Â Â0

r 6= ROW s

r

s
Êrs0 p̂rr
0 zrr 0 s

#

1

s g d
Ers0 prr
0 s s
s g d
Âr6= ROW Âs Âr0 Ers0 prr
0 s s

Calibration Details
A useful Lemma

Lemma. For any strictly positive vectors { Ai }
0 and { Bi }
0, such that Âi Ai = Âi Bi ,
and any strictly positive matrix K
0 there exists a unique (to scale), strictly positive vector
{ li }
0.
Proof. Define Âk lk Kkj as µ j , then rewrite the above equation as two equations:
li

1

=

Â

j=1,...,N

µ j 1 Ri 1 Ej Kij

and

µj =

Â lk Kkj
k

The result is then a direct corollary of results in Allen et al. (2015).

D.2

Monotonicity of local Exports as a function of ds

Consider the expression for local exports in region r, sectors s, given in equation 26:
EXrs =

Â

r 0 6 =r

Ers0

s
lrs Krr
0
Âr00 lr00 s Krs00 r0

An alternative way to write total exports in region r, sectors s, is to subtract shipments to
itself from total local output in sector s:
EXrs = Rrs
But then

s
Ers prr
= Rrs

Ers

lrs
Âr0 lr0 s Krs0 r

s
d log EXrs
s s Âr 0 lr 0 s Kr 0 r log dr 0 r
= Er prr
>0
d log ds
Âr0 lr0 s Krs0 t

So that for a given vector {lrs }, increasing ds strictly reduces gross exports in all regions
and hence overall exports. By implication, for any {lrs }, there is a unique ds to update
Ks .
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D.3

Details on Trade Frictions Estimation

Here I describe how I estimate ds in a given decade and sector.
Step 1: Choose a distance between ROW and U.S. regions.43 I assume this distance is
twice the maximum distance in the continental US. Guess a value for ds and construct the
matrix Ks of dimension N + 1 ⇥ N + 1. Guess a vector ls of dimension N + 1 that sums
to 1.
Step 2: I now adjust the vector l entry for ROW, so as to match observed exports from
all U.S. regions to ROW. Using the market clearing equation to solve for lsROW in terms of
observed ROW exports:
s
EXPROW
=

Â

r 6= ROW

Ers

s
s
lsROW K ROWr
EXPROW
s
)
l
=
ROW
Ks
Âr0 lrs0 Krs0 r
Âr6= ROW Ers Â 0 ROWr
ls0 K s0
r

r

(38)

r r

s
Note that I do not need ROW expenditure, EROW
, to infer lsROW . The current l vector
with the n + 1th entry replaced by lsROW would produce exports of ROW that match the
data. However, the normalization for the l no longer holds, so I normalize the l vector to
sum to 1 and go back to equation 38. I iterate on this expression until I found the vector
l that solve equation 38 and sums to 1.

Next I use U.S. exports to ROW (i.e., ROW imports) to impute expenditure in ROW:
s
I MPROW
=

Â

r 6= ROW

s
EROW

s
s
lrs KiROW
I MPROW
s
)
E
=
ROW
lrs K s
Âr0 lrs0 Krs0 ROW
Âr6= ROW Â 0 ls0iROW
K s0
r

r

r ROW

This I can simply calculate - no need for iteration here. But then I can also calculate ROW
total sales in sector s by using market clearing:
RsROW =

Â Ers
r

s
lsROW K ROWr
Âr0 lrs0 Krs0 r

43 In

order to implement this strategy an assumption is needed on the distance between U.S. regions and
ROW. I set this distance equal to the largest distance in the continental U.S. (about 3000 miles). In practice
this parameter turns out to have no bearing on the magnitude of the estimated distance elasticity since
more than 80% of the trade volume occurs within the United States. It does affect the implied ROW output
R ROW,s . Intuitively, given observed bilateral flows between the U.S. and ROW, if the distance between the
two is large, the model imputes that ROW must be very productive given the size of its shipments to the
US, relative to what commuting zones ship among one another. This implies that it is possible to calibrate
this distance so as to match the U.S. to ROW GDP ratio.
This number is easy to obtain in practice: U.S. GDP relative to world GDP is between 30-40%. This
allows to construct ratio of U.S. to ROW GDP which can be used as calibration target. Intuitively, if ROW
is further away, to match the observed imports and exports of the U.S. to and from ROW, ROW needs more
productive and hence richer. So as we increase the average distance the ratio of U.S. to ROW GDP increases.
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Lastly, I then update l to be such market clearing holds for all regions using the following
mapping.
s
lrs Krr
Rrs
0
s
Rrs = Â Ers0
)
l
=
s
r
Krr
0
Âr00 lrs00 Krs00 r0
r0
Â 0 Es
s
s
r

r 0 Âr00 lr00 Kr00 r0

I then ensure the normalization holds and then again adjust lsROW so that foreign imports
are exactly met etc. I then use the converged ls and the measures for ROW expenditure
to compute gross exports by sector for every commuting zone in the United States:
s
EXPr,Model
=

Â

r 0 6 =r

Ers0

s
lrs Krr
0
s
Âr00 lr00 Krs00 r0

Step 3: I now use the measure for gross exports on the region-sector level to evaluate the
following criterion function:
s
(Âr6= ROW EXPr,Model
)
W(d ) =| log(
)|
s
EXP”DATA”
s

(39)

Step 4: For each sector and decade, I repeat steps 1 to 3 for a large number of values of ds
to identify the value that minimizes equation 39.
Figure 11 below shows the criterion function, W(ds ), evaluated over a grid of ds points for
the four decades in my sample.
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Figure 11: Criterion Functions for Sectoral Trade Elasticities
(a) Value of Criterion: Goods Trade
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Notes: The two graphs show the criterion function,
W(ds ) =| log(

s
(Âr6= ROW EXPr,Model
)
) |,
s
EXP”DATA”

graphed over a grid of values for ds . For each value of ds , I compute implied interregional trade flows and total regional gross
exports and then compute the criterion using the total gross exports implied by regional trade imbalances and the international trade
inferred from the input-output tables of the respective year. The Figure shows that for each year and sector there is a unique value ds
minimizing the criterion function.

D.4

Calibrating rk

I follow the strategy outlined in Eckert and Peters (2018) for calibrating rk . Note that
in the model earnings of an individual i in region r who chose to work in sector s and
occupation o are:
yi = wrso ⇥ esi
Since eis is Fréchet distributed with shape parameter rk , realized income is distributed
according to a Fréchet distribution, too:
F (y) = exp( y

rk

(Â(wrs )rk Trsok ))
s

But then it is easy to show that log realized income follows a Gumbel distribution:
P(log y < k ) = P(y < exp(k)) = exp(

exp( rk (k
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1
log(Â Â(wrso )rk Trsok ))))
rk
s o

The variance of log income is given by:
var(log y) =

p2 1 2
( )
6 rk

So that the variance of log income conditional on r, s, k, o is just a function of rk . This
provides an intuitive way of estimating rk . I estimate the following regression in the
micro data underlying the estimation data set:
i
log wi = dr,s,o + urs
i denotes an unexplained residual. Then I compute:
separately for each k. urs
s
p2
1
r̂k =
i )
6 var(ûrs

The results from this procedure are listed in Table 3. These estimates imply that more educated workers are more similar in their human capital holdings than the least educated
group.

D.5

Calibrating Factor Shares

Recall that the imputation procedure for trade flows implies a EROW,s and a R ROW , s for
every sector and decade. I can then write the following six equations for the ROW:
s
EROW
= as (w ROW L ROW ⇥ (1

w )) + Â RkROW (1
k

RsROW = gs 1 µsROW w ROW L ROW

gk )gks

8s

8s

I assume that the average wage in foreign is the same for all skill types and equal to 1. I
also assume that the employment share in all three sectors is equal to 1/3. I then need to
calibrate L ROW and as , gs , gsk . I choose values for these 12 parameters so as to ensure that
the above six equations hold. In practice changing these parameters has no impact on my
outcomes of interest which is the wage distribution within the United States.
I treat the trade deficit of ROW with the United States as an exogenous constant denoted
Dt . I then solve for a subsidy in the United States that is funded through a tax in ROW
so as to rationalize Dt . I assume taxes and subsidies are proportional to labor income and
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the same for all types. Denoting the subsidy in the United States by w and the tax in ROW
w ROW I need to solve the following two equations:
w Â Â Lrs wrs = D ) w =
r

s

D
Âr Âs Lrs wrs

w ROW Â gs RsROW = D ) w ROW =
s

D
Âs gs RsROW

Given that I normalize GDP Âr Âk Lrk wrk = 1000, w = D/1000 is fixed and remains
constant across counterfactuals. w ROW is endogenous and allowed to adjust across counterfactuals as RsROW changes.

E

Data Appendix

E.1

Definition of Sectors and Occupations

E.1.1

Sectoral Groupings

The three sectors used in the calibration of the model consist of the following sub-industries
in the 2010 IO tables (BEA Naics codes in brackets):
• Goods Sector: Farms (111CA), Forestry, fishing, and related activities (113FF), Mining (21), Utilities (22), Construction (23), Manufacturing (31G), Wholesale trade (42),
Retail trade (44RT), Transportation and warehousing (48TW)
• Business Services Sector: Information (51), Finance, insurance, real estate, rental,
and leasing (FIRE), Professional and business services (PROF); except Real Estate
and Waste management and remediation services
• Local Services Sector: Real Estate (531), Waste management and remediation services (562), Educational services, health care, and social assistance (6), Arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation, and food services (7), Other services, except
government (81), Government (G)
E.1.2

Occupational Groupings

There are approximately 320 occupations in each decennial census file used in this paper.
A complete list of the 320 occupations is available from the author on request. Here I list
some examples of occupations falling into each of the four groups used in the paper:
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• Abstract-Tradable: Managers and specialists in marketing, advertising, and public
relations; Legislators; Operations and systems researchers and analysts; Purchasing managers, agents and buyers, n.e.c.; Financial managers; Lawyers; Architects;
Computer software developers; Statisticians; Human resources and labor relations
managers;
• Abstract-Non-Tradable: Speech therapists; Earth, environmental, and marine science instructors; Repairers of data processing equipment; Psychologists; Respiratory therapists; Clinical laboratory technologies and technicians; Secondary school
teachers; Veterinarians; Dentists; Police, detectives, and private investigators
• Non-Abstract-Tradable: Knitters, loopers, and toppers textile operatives; Butchers
and meat cutters; Administrative support jobs, n.e.c.; Welders and metal cutters;
Telephone operators; Dancers; Metal platers; General office clerks
• Non-Abstract-Non-Tradable: Bakers; Protective services, n.e.c.; Miners; Heating,
air conditioning, and refrigeration mechanics; Parking lot attendants; Dental assistants; Pest control occupations; Funeral directors; Bus drivers; Baker

E.2

Collapsing the IO Tables: Creating the IO Data Used

In my calibration procedure I match the input-output tables of every year exactly. To
enable the model to be calibrated in this way I collapse the IO tables to just three sectors
and make some minor adjustments.
I add the rows for government and scrap value into the intermediate input industry
“Other Services”, which is later collapsed to the “Local Services” sector in my calibration.
Similarly, I add all government production columns to the “Other Services” column. The
USE tables I use are by construction Industry times Commodity tables, where the number of industries is equal to the number of commodities, but a given industry can produce
more than one commodity. This implies that gross output by sector is not equal to gross
output by commodity. In my model commodities and sectors coincide and hence I need
to make an adjustment. I adjust final consumption within each sector (net of imports and
exports) such that gross output by commodity (last column of the table) is brought in line
with gross output by industry (last row of the table). The changes to final consumption
are not large and can be thought of as adjustments to inventories in that year. After this
adjustments the last row of the IO table and the last column coincide.
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E.3

Constructing Labor Supply And Wages

For the work with the Census data files, I follow the sample selection procedure in Autor
and Dorn (2013) with some minor modifications.
The sample of workers considers individuals who were between 16 and 64 who were
employed in the year of the census. I drop workers with missing occupation codes, education codes, industry codes or county-group/PUMA identifier. I calibrate the model to
sectoral hours worked in each commuting zone and hence rely on a measure for usual
hours worked per year. As in Autor and Dorn (2013) I impute hours worked per week
or missing weeks by taking averages within occupation-education groups for which the
respective variable is not missing and then replacing the missing value with this average. I then multiply total weeks worked, usual hours worked per week and the sample
weight together and collapse the data by commuting zone, sector, occupation and skill
group used in this paper.
To construct the hourly wage measure I again consider individuals who were between
16 and 64 who were employed in the year of the census. I drop workers with missing
occupation codes, education codes, industry codes or county-group/PUMA identifier.
In addition, I also drop all individuals with missing income, with imputed income, or
with farm or business income. I also drop workers who are self-employed and who have
missing values for hours or weeks worked. I also restrict my sample to individuals who
work at least 35 hours a week and 40 weeks per year. I inflate all wages to the year 2004
using the Personal Consumption Expenditure Index obtained from the FRED database at
the St. Louis Fed. Lastly, I multiply top coded yearly earnings by 1.5 times the top coded
value and assign the average earnings at the 1st percentile of the earnings distribution to
workers earning less than that. I then divide total yearly earnings by total hours worked
per year within each commuting zone, sector, occupation and skill group bin used in this
paper to obtain a measure for yearly hourly wages.

E.4

Constructing Industry Groups

For industries I proceed as follows. First I construct a crosswalk between the ind1990
variable, which is consistently available in the Census data, and the Naics 2012 coding
system. I construct weights using the 2000 cross-section employment counts for cases
where one ind1990 code maps into the several NAICS 2012 codes. Next I concord the
NAICS2012 codes with the modified NAICS codes used in the BEA IO tables in each
year. Lastly, I concord the two waves of BEA IO Tables, aggregating the more recent table
to the 65 industries used in the earlier table. Then I group industries into goods, business
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services, and local services according to the classification in Section E.1.1.

E.5

Constructing Occupational Groups

I take the hourly labor supply data set that results from the procedure described in Section E.3. The dataset contains total hours supplied within each commuting zone, sector,
occupation and skill group bin used in this paper to obtain a measure for yearly hourly
wages. I merge several crosswalks and additional data onto these files.
First, I use the occupation codes in the Census data (“occ”) to merge in the occ1990dd
codes introduced in Dorn (2009). This allows me to merge in two measures of task intensity of occupations used in Autor and Dorn (2013): offshorability and abstractness.
Fortin et al. (2011) derive the ingredients for the measure of offshorability of occupations,
which I interpret as tradability, from O*NET data. Autor and Dorn (2013) use a simple
average of two aggregate variables: “face-to-face contact” and “on-site job” and I adopt
their measure. Fortin et al. (2011) define “face-to-face contact” as the average value of the
O*NET variables “face-to-face discussions,” “establishing and maintaining interpersonal
relationships,” “assisting and caring for others,” “performing for or working directly with
the public,” and “coach- ing and developing others.” “on-site job” is the average of the
O*Net variables “inspecting equipment, structures, or material,” “handling and moving
objects,” “operating vehicles, mechanized devices, or equipment,” and the mean of “repairing and maintaining mechanical equipment” and “repairing and maintaining electronic equipment.”
The measure of abstractness is constructed in Autor et al. (2003) from the Dictionary of
Occupational titles published by the U.S. Department of Labor in 1977. The “abstractness” measure of an occupation is the average of two DOT variables: “direction control
and planning,” measuring managerial and interactive tasks, and “GED Math,” measuring
mathematical and formal reasoning requirements (see Autor et al. (2003) for details).
In the 1980 cross-section, I then sum up total labor supply by occ1990dd (there are about
320 such occupations). I order all occupations by their “abstractness score” and then find
the cutoff occupation such that approximately half of the hours supplied in the U.S. in
1980 are in occupations that are less abstract than the cutoff occupation. I do the same
for the offshorability measure, which I interpret as a measure of tradability. Then I create four occupation categories: Abstract-Tradable, which contains occupations with an
abstractness and tradability score above the median, and Abstract-Non-Tradable, NonAbstract-Tradable, and Non-Abstract-Non-Tradable similarly defined. These are the four
occupation categories used in this paper.
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E.6

Adjusting hourly labor supply to match value added shares

The Census data, in combination with the structure of the model implies a level of value
added for each sector. The IO tables also give a level of value added for each sector. The
IO data is almost certainly more accurate. Consequently, I adjust the Census data to be in
line with the IO data on the coarse sector level. I do so without distorting relative average
wage levels of occupations, sectors and commuting zones by changing the labor supply
(in hours) instead. I make these adjustments in the aggregate and then reallocate hours in
proportion to region-sector hours in the data across regions and sectors. Table 12 shows
the value added shares by sector in the IO tables and the payroll shares by sector in the
Census data.
Consider a given year. From the IO tables I obtain a value added share for each of the
IO .
three coarse sectors, µVA,s
The data consists of hourly wages by commuting zone, detailed industry, occupation and
education type. I denote the hourly supply within these bins by Lr,s,o,k and the corresponding hourly wage by wr,s,o,k . If I scale GDP in the data, the sectoral value added
share is simply:
Census
µVA,s
= Â Lr,s,o,k wi,s,o,k
r,o,k

But then
IO
µVA,s

=

IO
µVA,s

Â µCensus Li,s,o,k w̄i,s,o,k

i,o,k

VA,s

So that all I have to do is scale the labor supply count in sector s by the adjustment factor
IO
µVA,s

Census
µVA,s

. In the case with structures and capital the adjustment is similar.44

44 In

fact, reassuringly, when including capital and structures the payroll share in the Census and the
labor share in value added are even more similar than they when structures and capital are disregarded.
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Table 12: Value Added Shares in IO-Tables and Payroll Shares in Census Files
Sector (s)

Year

Census Files

IO-Tables

Goods
Business Services
Local Services
Goods
Business Services
Local Services

1980
1980
1980
2010
2010
2010

.55
.14
.32
.35
.20
.45

.50
.15
.36
.35
.21
.43

Notes: The Table presents the aggregate sectoral value added shares implied by the 5% Sample of the U.S. Decennial Census Files
(1980) and the American Community Survey (2010) and the same quantities obtained from the Input-Output Use Tables in Producer
Prices from the Bureau of Economic Analysis for 1980 and 2010.

F

Robustness

In this section, I discuss a number of robustness checks on the results in Section 5.

F.1

The Functional Form of Business Service Trade Cost

In the body of the text, I parameterized business services trade costs as a function of
distance. This was motivated by a literature on international services trade which finds
that flows do decline with distance in a way similar to goods (see e.g. Eaton and Kortum
(2018)). The absence of data on trade flows for (Business) Services within the United States
makes it impossible to assess whether this assumption is supported in the data (some
small-sample surveys suggest it is, e.g. Macpherson (2008)). While our intuition for the
flow-distance relationship in goods trade is firmly rooted in the fact that transporting
goods over longer distances is more costly and hence less done, the rise of digital forms
of transmitting information suggests that this could be different for business services.
This suggests another formulation of business services trade costs as a fixed cost, that is
equal regardless of which commuting zone a service is shipped to:
(s

s
s
Krr
0 ⌘ k rr 0

1)d̄s

s

⌘ k d > 18r 6 = r 0 .

I can repeat the calibration exercise for business services trade costs from above by setting
k = 2, without loss of generality, and calibrating ds to match the same targets as in Section
4.3. The resulting “trade cost elasticities” are given by:
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Table 13: Estimates Transformed Distance Elasticities, ds
Year
1980
1990
2000
2010

Business Services
17.21
15.63
14.58
13.26

s ⌘ 2d > 18r 6 = r 0 . In this
Notes: The table present estimates of db in the following specification for business services trade costs: Krr
0
specification there are only fixed costs to business services trade and costs do not vary with distance.
s

I now reproduce Figure 3 using this specification for business services trade costs, while
leaving trade frictions for goods and local services as calibrated above.
Figure 12: The Growing Apart Effect, 1980-2010
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Notes: This Figure show college wage premium growth across commuting zones between 1980 and 2010 in the data (blue line) and
the model (orange). The data is constructed from the 5% sample of the U.S. Decennial Census (1980-2000) and American Community
Survey (2010). Wages are computes as unconditional average hourly labor income for workers with at least some college education
and workers with only high school education or less. To compute the lines in the Figure, I compute the average growth rate of the
wage ratio (college to high-school) within deciles of employment across commuting zones ordered by their business services payroll
share in 1980. The Figure shows 95% Confidence Bands on these within-decile averages. In this Figure, the model line shown is for
the baseline calibration of the model but with the distance elasticity of business services estimated under the assumption of a fixed
cost of service trade only.
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F.2

Alternative Calibration of Sectoral Trade Costs

As indicated in the text, the assumption that there is no interindustry trade among regions in the United States is very strong. I relax this assumption here. For 1980, I calibrate
the distance elasticity for the 1980 cross-section as before. This corresponds to ⇡ 13 percent of gross business services output being trade across U.S. commuting zones in 1980.
The estimate in the main body of the text corresponds to an increase to ⇡ 15 percent
by 2010. As discussed in the text, these numbers are lower bounds on the actual gross
b
volume traded. Accordingly, here I calibrate d2010
by assuming a much larger fraction of
business service revenue is traded across U.S. regions in 2010: 50%. Figure 13 shows the
resulting growth of the college wage premium across regions. As can be seen the model
fit improves significantly. This suggests that if the decline in business services trade costs
was yet more severe than estimated, the channel highlighted in this paper grows yet more
potent to explain the fact in Figure 1 from the introduction.
Figure 13: College Wage Premium Growth Across Commuting Zones, 1980-2010
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Notes: This Figure show college wage premium growth across commuting zones between 1980 and 2010 in the data (blue line) and
the model (orange). The data is constructed from the 5% sample of the U.S. Decennial Census (1980-2000) and American Community
Survey (2010). Wages are computes as unconditional average hourly labor income for workers with at least some college education
and workers with only high school education or less. To compute the lines in the Figure, I compute the average growth rate of the
wage ratio (college to high-school) within deciles of employment across commuting zones ordered by their business services payroll
share in 1980. The Figure shows 95% Confidence Bands on these within-decile averages. In this Figure, the model line shown is for
the baseline calibration of the model but with the distance elasticity of business services set to the value implied by a trade volume of
50% of total business service sales in the 2010 calibration of the model.
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F.3

Alternative Elasticity of Substitution between Occupations

In the main body of the text I used i = 0.9, which is drawn from Goos et al. (2014), and
makes occupations complements.Burstein et al. (2017), using an alternative estimating
strategy, obtain the estimate i = 1.93 so that occupations are substitutes. Here, I reproduce
the exercises from the main part of the paper using the Burstein et al. (2017) estimate.
Figure 14: College Wage Premium Growth Across Commuting Zones, 1980-2010
(a) i = 1.92
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Notes: This Figure show college wage premium growth across commuting zones between 1980 and 2010 in the data (blue line) and
the model (orange). The data is constructed from the 5% sample of the U.S. Decennial Census (1980-2000) and American Community
Survey (2010). Wages are computes as unconditional average hourly labor income for workers with at least some college education
and workers with only high school education or less. To compute the lines in the Figure, I compute the average growth rate of the
wage ratio (college to high-school) within deciles of employment across commuting zones ordered by their business services payroll
share in 1980. The Figure shows 95% Confidence Bands on these within-decile averages. In this Figure, the model line shown is for
the baseline calibration of the model but with the elasticity of substitution between different occupational inputs set to i = 1.92.

F.4

Alternative Elasticity of Substitution between Regional Varieties

In the main part of the paper, I relied on estimates for ss drawn from two sources: Caliendo
and Parro (2015) for goods and Gervais and Jensen (2013) for services. These estimates are
quite similar across sectors, so that ss ⇡ 6 8s. In the present section I offer some robustness with regards to this estimate. I consider two alternatives: ss = 3 8s and ss = 9 8s.
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Figure 15: College Wage Premium Growth Across Commuting Zones, 1980-2010
(a) s = 9
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(b) s = 3
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Notes: These two Figures show college wage premium growth across commuting zones between 1980 and 2010 in the data (blue
line) and the model (orange). The data is constructed from the 5% sample of the U.S. Decennial Census (1980-2000) and American
Community Survey (2010). Wages are computes as unconditional average hourly labor income for workers with at least some college
education and workers with only high school education or less. To compute the lines in the Figure, I compute the average growth rate
of the wage ratio (college to high-school) within deciles of employment across commuting zones ordered by their business services
payroll share in 1980. The Figure shows 95% Confidence Bands on these within-decile averages. In this Figure, the model line shown
is for the baseline calibration of the model but with the trade elasticity s set to 3 and 9 respectively, for all sectors.
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